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ABSTRACT
Ossetian, a language of the Northeastern group of the Indo-Iranian branch of 
the Indo-European stock of languages, has not received as much linguistic attention 
as it deserves. A few major studies on Ossetian were written in the 19th and 20th 
centuries, most of them in Russian. While these works are a solid foundation in the 
study of Ossetian, its description is not complete.
The present work, written in English, offers Ossetian to a wider international 
audience. Relying on new developments in linguistic theory, it reexamines 
phenomena in the inflectional morphology of Ossetian.
The preliminary chapter on phonology provides an overview of the phonemic 
inventory of Ossetian. In the chapter on nominal morphology, the variety and nature 
of case and number suffixes is re-analyzed and they are described as phrasal affixes. 
In the chapter on verbal morphology, the forms previously described as infinitives 
are discussed and one of them is reanalyzed as a derived noun or adjective; the 
majority of verbs are regarded as having one stem form; tense is analyzed as a suffix 
that attaches to the stem; mood, person, number and transitivity marking is analyzed 
as one fused suffix.
x
I. INTRODUCTION
Ossetian is considered to be a language of the Northeastern group of the
Indo-Iranian branch of the Indo-European stock of languages (Grimes 2000):
Indo-European
Germanic
Italic
Romance
Celtic
Hellenic
Slavic
Baltic
Armenian
Indo-Iranian
Indo-Aryan 
Iranian
Western
Eastern
Southeastern
Northeastern
Yagnobi
Ossetian
According to the Ethnologue (Grimes 2000), Iranian languages constitute a 
group of about 80 languages and are spoken by about 71 million people in at least 7 
countries: Afghanistan, China, Iraq, Iran, Oman, Pakistan, Russia, Syria, Tajikistan, 
and Turkey. Ossetian is spoken by approximately 600,000 people in the Republic of 
North Ossetia-Alania in the Russian Federation, and in the Republic of South 
Ossetia, part of Georgia. The following map illustrates the distribution of Ossetian in 
the Caucasus region.
1
2Figure 1. Distribution of Ossetian in the Caucasus Region
As Katzner (1986: 10-16) indicates, historians generally agree that Indo- 
European civilization originated in Eastern Europe around 3000 BC and broke up 
around 2500 BC, when people migrated in different directions. There are two views 
concerning the migration of the Indo-Iranian tribes to their present location: one 
supposes that the tribes moved first into Central Asia and then to India and Iran; the 
other suggests migration of the tribes through the Caucasus. No matter which route 
the tribes took, the fact remains that for a significant period of time Indo-Aryan and 
Iranian tribes apparently migrated together and historically they represent a single 
cultural and linguistic community.
Russian scholars traditionally divide the historical development of the 
Iranian languages into three periods: old, middle and modem (Ahvelianidi 1963: 12). 
The oldest Iranian languages of which there are any significant records are Old 
Persian and Avestan. For the middle period, information about Scythian, Sarmatian,
3Sogdian, Parthian, Pehlevi, Khotanese, and Bactrian comes from proper names and 
toponyms, archeological artifacts, as well as a number of Buddhist, Christian and 
Manichean texts. Although the historical evidence is limited, it is sufficient to 
establish a strong relation of Ossetian to Scytho-Sarmatian. One of the Scytho- 
Sarmatian tribes, the Alans, assimilated with Caucasian tribes; the latter adopted the 
language of the Alans, bringing into it the peculiarities of Caucasian languages, such 
as, for example, ejectives. Thus modern Ossetian is a composite of Iranian and 
Caucasian and in addition has considerable lexical influence from Turkic languages. 
In many respects, it is unlike any of the other Iranian languages.
Ossetian has three dialects: Iron, Tualag, and Digor. Iron and Tualag are 
significantly different from Digor phonologically, morphologically, and lexically.
The differences between Iron and Tualag are mainly phonological. Iron is generally 
regarded as the official language of the press and television and is the subject of this 
work.
The few major studies on Ossetian were written in the period between the late 
40s of the 19th century (Shegren and Miller) and the early 60s of 20th century 
(Abaev, Ahvelianidi, Bagaev), most of them in Russian. Little has been done in the 
second half of the 20th century. These studies laid a solid foundation in the study of 
Ossetian. There are, however, some areas in Ossetian grammar that deserve more 
consideration. The current work reexamines aspects of Ossetian inflectional 
morphology, such as case marking in nominal morphology and mood, person,
4number, transitivity and tense marking in verbal morphology. The preliminary 
chapter on phonology is intended to assist in the understanding of the phonological 
processes that affect inflectional morphology.
I I  PHONOLOGY
The phonological inventory of Ossetian includes nine vowels, two 
semivowels, and 28 consonants.
While most of the sounds of Ossetian are similar to those in the inventories 
o f other Iranian languages, there are some that Ossetian borrowed from its Caucasian 
and Slavic neighbors.
In this chapter and others, all the language data is transcribed in IPA 
symbols. The transcription is based on pronunciation and is not necessarily 
representative of the orthographic forms. Phonetic details such as aspiration of 
plosives and velarization of /l/ are shown only in this chapter in the examples 
presented in brackets.
Vowels
The vowels o f Ossetian are presented in Table 1 (p. 6). The Cyrillic 
orthography in this table and others in the chapter is presented in parentheses.
The front vowels, all o f them unrounded, are: /e/ open-mid, as in 
['ekipci3] 'crew'; I d  close-mid, as in ['lPepi] 'melon'; III near-close as in [finz] 'nose' 
and /i/ close, as in ['nPinovar] 'ambassador'. The /e/ was borrowed from Russian and 
is used only in borrowed words. The Id  and the III always induce palatalization of
5
6the preceding consonants as may be seen in the foregoing examples. The vowel Id  
does not occur word-initially. It does, however, occur after word-initial /j/, as in 
[je'rij] 'competition'. In the orthography e in word-initial position represents /je/. 
Figure 2. Vowels in IPA Symbols and Cyrillic Orthography
Front Central Back
Close i (h)
1(H)
i (w) u (y)
Close-mid e (e)
a (ae)
o (o)
Open-mid e (els)
Open a (a)
Two of the back vowels are rounded, the close-mid /o/ as in ['Japhon] 'soap' 
and the close /u/ as in [ruxfl 'sun'. The orthographic o in word-initial position 
represents words that begin with [o] and [wo], for example, [omo si] 'so what' and 
[womin] 'to vomit'. In word-initial position, /u/ is often pronounced as a diphthong 
/u1/, as in [u'J] 'wife' and [u'd] 'soul'; the /'/ is not reflected in the orthography. The 
vowel /a/ is open back unrounded, as in ['afon] 'span of time'.
There is little agreement in existing works on Ossetian as to the exact 
quality o f the vowel transcribed here as Id . Its centrality as opposed to frontness and 
openness as opposed to closeness are disputed. This vowel is very susceptible to 
environmental influence. For example, in [box] ft is followed by a uvular fricative 
and it sounds more central than in [bor'3ond] 'tali', where it appears before an
7alveolar. Its degree of openness vs. closeness is limited to the range from open-mid 
to close-mid and the degree of frontness vs. centrality is limited to the range from 
near-front to central. In word-initial positions this vowel is often replaced with III, as 
in [om'bal] 'enemy', which is often pronounced [im'bal]. My choice o f h i  as a 
transcription assumes that it is underlyingly mid-central unrounded, but because of 
the great allophonic variation, this choice is somewhat arbitrary.
Like /e/, the close central unrounded vowel /i/ was borrowed from Russian. 
Even in newly borrowed words native speakers pronounce it more like III and it is 
not clear that the two vowels are distinct.
Abaev (p. 5) makes a useful distinction between strong and weak vowels. 
Considering only the native Ossetian vowels (ignoring /e/ and lil, since they are 
borrowed from Russian), he classifies la e i o fr as strong vowels and h  i/ as weak 
vowels. The notion of ‘weakness’ does not refer primarily to prominence in 
pronunciation (although the weak vowels are more central than the strong vowels), 
but rather to the ter dency of the weak vowels to be more susceptible to phonological 
change in various environments. Specifically, the weak vowels are prone to 
reduction, contraction, and disappearance. Also, whenever a weak vov/el is in the 
first syllable o f the word, the stress occurs on the second syllable, while many words 
with the strong vowel in the first syllable have the stress on the first syllable.1
1 There is a significant amount of data to suggest a hypothesis that stress in Ossetian 
is influenced by the information structure. In many words, even in proper names, the
8Consonants
The consonants of Ossetian are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Semivowels and Consonants in IPA Symbols and Cyrillic Orthography
Labial D enta l/A lveolar Palato-alveolar/Palatal V elar U vular
P lo s iv e vd. b ( 6 ) d  (A ) 9 (r)
vl. P ( n ) t (T ) k ( K ) q (x-b)
A ffrica tes vd. dz (A 3) d 3  (A iK )
vl. ts (n) t f ( i )
F ricative vd. v  ( b ) Z (3 ) 3 (* ) K (n > )
v l. f(4>) s (c) J (ui) X  ( x )
E jectives P lo siv es v l. p’ (n-b) t ’ (Tb) k ’ (K-b)
A ffricates vl. ts’ (n-b) t f  ( m .)
N asal vd. m  ( m ) n ( H )
Trill vd. r ( p )
vl .
Lateral approxim ants vd. l  ( ji)
A pproxim ants vd. w (y) j ( f t )
original stress on the second syllable shifts to the first when they are focused. For 
example:
(i) Focal verb
r-'ba-si-dM ba'traz
Dir-Compl-go-Past-3SgIndIntrans Batraz
'Batraz came'
(ii) Focal subject
tpi r-'ba-si-d'-i
who Dir-Compl-go-Past-3SgIndIntrans
'Who came?'
'batraz r-'ba-si-d’-i
Batraz Dir-Compl-go-Past“3SglndIntrans
'Batraz came*
However, I will not attempt to analyze this phenomenon in this paper.
9Plosives
The bilabial plosives /b/ and /p/ occur word-initially, word-finally, 
intervocalically, after a vowel before a consonant, and after a consonant before a 
vowel. The Pol occurs word-finally only in borrowed words. The cluster /pp/ is very
common.
(D [bilY] 'lip' (2) [philY] 'elephant'
(3) [mh'krob] 'microbe' (4) [taph] 'thud'
(5) ['k’aba] 'dress' (6) [pha'pha] 'Daddy'
(7) ['zabrji] 'watering can' (8) [thoph,kha] 'shelf
(9) [am'baj't] 'connection' (10) [fphad] 'sit'
(11) [thi'ppir] 'fat'
The dental plosives are /d t/. They occur word-initially, word-fmally.
intervocalically, after a vowel before a consonant, and after a consonant before
vowel. The cluster /tt/  occurs frequently.
(12) [dov] 'steal' (13) [t"oX] ’fly’
(14) Lfphod] 'sit* (15) [fo'rath] 'axe'
(16) [bi'dtr] 'forest' (17) [wa'thor] 'herd o f sheep'
(18) [wad'ma] 'till' (19) fratsan] 'will give'
(20) [khar'do] 'pear' (21) far'tho] 'three'
(22) [tV bartt khanin] 'to gallop'
The velar plosives /g k/ occur word-initially, word-finally, intervocalicaily, 
after a vowel before a consonant, and after a consonant before a vowel. They rarely 
occur before front vowels. The /k/ occurs after a vowel before a consonant only in 
borrowed words. The cluster /kk/ is possible. The /k/ also occurs in a three- 
consonant cluster, as in (33).
(23) ['90913] ’turkey' (24) [kV jog] 'fish'
(25) [rajVag] 'time' (26) [kharkh] 'chicken'
(27) [barag'bon] 'holiday' (28) [tha'm akho] 'tobacco'
(29) [Jsr'gaj] 'shepherd' (30) [bakh,therii] 'bacteria'
(31) [war'kho] 'lamb'
(32) ['tokkh3] 'right into'
(33) |>jkhlzag] 'ovary'
The uvular plosive /q/ occurs word-initially, word-finally, intervocalicaily, 
and after a consonant before a vowel. The cluster /qq/ is possible.
(34) ['qamb’es] 'buffalo'
(35) [joj'daq] 'quiver'
(36) [Jaqa'dax] 'island'
(37) [JqJijl ’splint*
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(38) ['qaqqan] 'keep safe'
One of the prominent phonetic properties in plosives is aspiration. The 
plosives /p t k/ are usually aspirated.
(39) [V'cyda] 'profit'
(40) [tVreg] 'driver'
(41) [khonkb] 'dandruff
An exception takes place when they appear after the fricatives /f, J, y j  within the 
same morpheme.
(42) Lfporth] ’sport'
(43) [Jtog] 'bone'
(44) [jko'roftsog] 'animal with a white line on the neck'
(45) ['rbath3xtam] 'flew in'
(46) [khaft] 'dance'
Aspiration, however, occurs if the fricative /J/ is a prefix (/f y j  do not occur as 
prefixes):
(47) [*J-thox*n]
Dir-fly 
'fly up'
(48) t'X-khaJin)
Dir-look 
'look up'
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The glottal stop /?/ has not been described in previous phonological 
inventories o f Ossetian. However, it is present in many words in isolation, even in 
words borrowed from Russian, which originally had vowels in word-initial positions. 
The following are examples, including a borrowed word in (50).
(49) [?0] 'yes'
(50) [?akhe'an] 'ocean'
The glottal stop occurs word-initially.2 There are no words that always begin with 
the glottal stop; they show variation. Some words are always vowel-initial. In words 
that show variation, it is possible that the glottal stop is sometimes inserted woid- 
initially because prosodic-unit-initial vowels are impossible in Ossetian. Consider the 
following example o f variation.
(51) ?o jin '3air-th-a
yes 3SgDatSh tell-Past-3SgIndTrans
'"Yes", he/she/it told him/her/it.'
(52) '3ou-th-a jin o
tell-Past-3SgIndTrans 3SgDatSh yes
'He/she/it told him/her/it "yes".'
Affricates
There are four affricates in Ossetian.
2 With only one exception in [no?] 'no' where it occurs word-finally. I am not aware 
o f examples o f its occurrence word-mcdially.
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Table 2. Affricates
Alveolar Palato-alveolar
vd. dz (fl3) d3 (AJK)
ts (n) t m
The voiced alveolar affricate /dz/ is not pronounced by the majority o f 
speakers in Iron. Perhaps it was included in previous descriptions because it is 
present in Digor and Tualag. All o f the instances o f orthographic A3 in Iron are 
pronounced /z/.
(53) nbipbiHM3 [phrinz] 'rice'
(54) a3ar [zag] 'full'
(55) xx3ap  [xa'zar] 'house'
(56) a3arbbipff3scinr [za'inrzsft] 'with wide open eyes'
The voiceless alveolar affricate /ts/ occurs word-finally. The cluster /tsts/ is 
possible. The /ts/ also occurs in a three-consonant cluster in compound words, as in 
(60). It occurs word-initially in borrowed words.
(57) [qPcnts] 'proud'
(58) [m 'tstsavd] 'attack'
(59) [qarts'quj] 'alert'
(60) [tsi'totha] 'citation'
The palato-alveolar affricates /d3 l |/  occur word-initially, intcrvocalically. 
and after a consonant before a vowel. They arc always followed by a front vowel,
14
except in newly borrowed words. This is perhaps because in native Ossetian words 
they are virtually allophones of the velar /g k/. Evidence of contrast between /g k/ 
and M3 tj/ occurring before central and back vowels exists only in borrowings from 
Russian and some exceptional words like [gogi3] 'turkey'.
(61) [’d3jigulv] ’search’ (62) [tfi'l'awi] 'plum'
(63) [Vad3ji] 'early' (64) {^atj’e] 'moustache'
(65) [lYag!d3jin] 'a family with a man' (66) [thtx'tj:,inj 'strong'
(67) [d3Uth] 'jute' (68) [tju'madan] 'suitcase'
According to Bagaev, the palatal affricates are new to Ossetian and 
developed recently in Iron when velars fg k/ followed by front vowels /e i ti 
changed into /d3 tjY. He cites Digor pronunciation, which is more conservative, In 
contrast to Iron, in words like Digor ['kizgoj vs. Iron [tjid3g] 'girl' (p. 23). This 
process is also apparent synchronically in contemporary Iron when /d3 tp  and the 
ejective /tJ7, which will be discussed later, arise from underlying /g k k7  Followed
by /c ii I/.
(69) quo 'qud3-i
cow-Nom cow-Gcn
(70) kbarkh "k”art|‘tth-a
chickcn-Sg-Nom chicken* Pl-Norn
(71) xutnk* ,X U in t f * i t lh*a
hole-Sg'Nom holc*Pi*Nom
15
The affricates /dz ts d3 tj/ as well as the sibilants iz  s 3 J7 are subject to 
great dialectal variation in Ossetian:
Iron Digor Tualag
(72) ’bread’ zul zol dzul
(73) 'short' st'bir tji'bir tsi'bir
(74) ’chest' tjVnn ki'nn tjf’rtn
(75) ’hell’ 3in'don zhn’dona zin'don
Fricatives
Fricatives include voiced and voiceless labio-dental /v ft; sibilants: alveolar 
/z s! and palato-alveolar /3 J/; and uvular lv yj.
The labio-dentals occur word-initially, word-fmally, intervocalically. after a 
vowel before a consonant, and after a consonant before a vowel. The /v/ in word- 
initial position generally occurs only in borrowed words, with one exception:
(vaj) 'happen, occur". The /ft may be long.
(76) [vop'zol' J train station" (77) (fan'dtr) 'accordion'
(78) (orv ] ’sky' (79) (ya'ftnf] 'pants'
(80) ['nivoj] "fox' (81) fkafin) "to dance'
(82) [stS^tJ ’pepper’ (83) (k^oft) "dance'
(84) (arVad) ’person with the same last name' (85) [ffa l'd ax  kanm) ’to fold’
16
(86) jV'naflb] 'advice*
The alveolar sibilants occur word-initially, word-finaily, intervocalically, after 
a vowel before a consonant, and after a consonant before a vowel.
(87) [zulY] 'bread* (88) [si'min] 'to drink'
(89) [xu"lYiz] 'wet' (90) [qu'masj 'fabric'
(91) [ksro'zh] 'each other’ (92) [qo'sal' j 'stick'
(93) ['finzitha] 'noses' (94) [pV /'sil'] 'disheveled'
(95) [sibir'zojt] 'nearsighted' (96) [’dusga] 'milking'
The palato-alveolar sibilants occur word-initiaily, word-finally, 
intervocalically, after a vowel before a consonant, and after a consonant before a 
vowel. Both (3/ and /J7 may be a part o f a three-consonant cluster, as in (104) and 
(105). The iy  may be long.
(97) [^atjpej 'moustache' (98) ['Jam] 'shed'
(99) [’90913] 'turkey' ( 100) [ba'lYaj] 'tree'
( 101) ['wo3olY]'cold ' ( 102) ['ojajt] 'broke'
(103) [r3dd] 'was bom' (104) [yjod] 'washed'
(105) [03*93] !rust' (106) [oj’t] 'eight'
(107) [Pmrs'ganog] ’polisher' (108) [roJVtzjmad] 'truth'
(109) f.fXod] ’flour*
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The uvulars occur word-initially, word-finally, intervocalically, after a vowel 
before a consonant, and after a consonant before a vowel. The l\sl and the h/J may be 
long.
(110) [uopph] 'all together!'
(112) [molVJ 'bitterness' 
(114) [qa'Tauur] 'guard' 
(116) [mau3] 'brains'
(118) [tpir'uod] 'beehive' 
(120) [p’o'KuoJt] 'splash'
(111) [xa'rag] 'donkey' 
(113) Lfirxl’red'
(115) ['baxar]'eat' 
(117) [axft]'caught' 
(119) [ tV x ag ] 'shelf 
(121) [gs'xx9th] 'paper'
The existence of a pharyngeal allophone of ImI is newly proposed in this 
paper. There .re no references to pharyngeal sounds in previous phonological 
descriptions of Ossetian. In fact, no clear differentiation in the description o f velar, 
uvular, and pharyngeal sounds is made at all; all o f them are referred to as 
"guttural". Only Issaev, in his contribution to "Grammar of Ossetian Language” 
(Ahvetianidi 1963), as he describes places o f articulation involved in the 
pronunciation of Ossetian consonants, mentions that the pharynx wall is the passive 
articulator in the pronunciation of xb. However, the examples that he later provides 
do not demonstrate pharyngcals. At least in the dialect that is described in this paper, 
they are. in fact, examples o f uvular stops, as in xbOM 'cattle', which in I PA should 
be transcribed as (qom). Clearly, orthographic x t  represents a uvular stop. The
18
orthographic n>, however, which traditionally stands for a uvular fricative, may be in 
free variation with a pharyngeal. Examples:
(122) rb&ffTTKSH [?3jtth khon] 'run'
(123) sc n rb x a  [o'TCad] 'enough'
In such words, it is pronounced farther back than a uvular and is more accurately 
described as pharyngeal.
Eiectives
There are five ejectives in Ossetian. They are presented in Table 3. 
Table 3. Ejectives
Bilabial Dental Alveolar Palato-Alveolar Velar
E jectives P losives vl. p’ (m>) t ’  (TT>) k ’  (KT>)
A ffricates vl. ts’ (lrt>) t f  0n > )
In analyzing ejectives, Bagaev (p. 21) states that they are used mainly in 
four categories o f words:
(124) borrowings from Caucasian languages
a. 'k’aba 'dress'
b. 'bhtTna 'mint'
(125) old borrowings from Russian
a. 'Jk’ola 'school'
b. k ’o'bujka ’cabbage'
! 26) action w< rated with intense physical effort
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a. 'jk’orin 'to rush'
b. jVofin 'to snatch'
(127) onomatopoetic words
a. t’opp 'thud'
b. tj’irth 'spit'
Some originally Iranian words also acquired ejectives:
(128) k ’uj'bowl'.
The /p’/ occurs word-initially, intervocalically, and after a consonant before a
vowel.
(129) ['p’ovir]'cook'
(130) [a'p’oKiroJt khonin] 'to splash'
(131) Lfp,jirth]'spirit'
The /t*/ occurs word-initially, intervocalically, and after a consonant before a
vowel.
(132) [t’opp*1] 'thud'
(133) ['ot’ang khonm] 'to stretch'
(134) [Jt’alYfJ 'dot'
The /ts’/ occurs word-initially, word-finally, intervocalically, and after a
consonant before a vowel.
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(135) [ts’arm] 'skin'
(136) [arsF'xmts’ khomn] 'tie in a knot'
(137) ['ots 3 /  khonm] 'to become green or blue' (Ossetian does not 
distinguish between green and blue)
(138) ['Jts’jirin] 'to suck out'
The /tj1’/ occurs word-initially, intervocalically, and after a consonant before a
vowel.
(139) [ 'tp irji] 'pizza-like stuffed bread'
(140) [si'tf’ji] 'chamois'
(141) LftTjil] 'fold'
The /k’/ occurs word-initially, word-finally, intervocalically, after a vowel 
before a consonant, and after a consonant before a vowel.
(142) [kVJar] 'threshold'
(143) [xu'nk’]'hole'
(144) [si'k’a] 'horn'
(145) [ak’Vid'i] 'locust'
(146) ['piJVulv] 'rag'
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Nasals
The nasals /m n/ occur word-initially, word-finally, intervocalically, after a
vowel before a consonant, and after
(147) [mard]'dead'
(149) [sim] 'drink'
(151) [si'min] 'to drink'
(153) [‘Jfoftmosin] 'to get tired’
(155) [dimd] 'smoked'
consonant before a vowel.
(148) [nard] 'fat'
(150) [bin]'bottom'
(152) [tVnog] 'thin'
(154) [ t^ v d 'n ^ ]  'typhoid'
(156) [th9n'33rdo] 'kind-hearted' 
Trill
The voiced alveolar trill fxl is in free variation with the alveolar flap /r/. For 
example, [rajthj 'straight' may also be pronounced as [rajth]; ['dann] 'to wear' may 
be pronounced as [darin]. In this paper, it will always be transcribed as [r].
The trill occurs word-initially, word-finally, intervocalicalh ’ter a vowel 
before a consonant and after a consonant before a vowel.
(157) [raJJuKd] 'beautiful'
(158) [si’bir]'short'
(159) [f3'ra3in] 'to tolerate’
(160) [k’u'rm] 'blind'
(161) [sroir] 'light'
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Lateral Approximant
The voiced alveolar lateral approximant occurs word-initially, word-finally, 
intervocaiically, after a vowel before a consonant, and after a consonant before a 
vowel. The /l ' may be long. It is palatalized before /i e/. It is slightly velarized in 
syllables with l\l and with central vowels and is velarized in syllables with back 
vowels.
(162) [ljiz] 'flee'
(163) [b>el] ’shovel’
(164) [ba'lYaJ] ’tree’
(165) [m3lY'zig] 'ant'
(166) [jlYig] 'cut'
(167) [ljenkh] 'swim'
(168) [pilYJ 'elephant'
(169) [lvog]'man'
(170) [k’ulY] 'wall'
(171) Lft’olY]'table'
(172) [balv] 'cheiTy'
(173) [fa'ILad] 'tired'
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Approximants
Ossetian has two approximants which function as semivowels: voiced 
palatal /j/ and voiced labial-velar /w/. The /w/ is represented by a vowel combination 
y u  in the practical orthography. The /j/ occurs word-initially, word-finally, 
intervocalically, and after a vowel before a consonant. The /]/ may be long. The /w/ 
occurs word-initially, word-finally, intervocalically, and after a consonant before a 
vowel. The /w/ may be long as well.
(174) 09'xji] 'his/her/its own’ (175) ['wa33g] 'guest
(176) [fo'lftoj]'labor' (177) ['ajtaw] 'lower back'
(178) ['ajaJJ'this much' (179) ['awaj] 'go away'
(180) [baj'rag] 'colt' (181) [jwoj khonin] 'to sell'
(182) ['bajjafj 'catch' (183) [o W an k "] 'tru st'
Palatalization of Consonants
All consonants, except for /g k/, are palatalized if they are followed by the
vowels /e i/.
(184) [phJes]'oven'
(185) [thJiu] 'husband's brother'
(186) (Vepi] 'melon'
III. NOMINAL INFLECTION
Nominal structures in Ossetian are marked for number and case. Plural is 
marked by a suffix on the nouns; pronouns have distinct stems for singular and 
plural. Case is marked by phrasal suffixes that attach to the whole noun phrase. This 
chapter describes the plural forms in nouns; the number of cases and the forms and 
function of the case markers as phrasal suffixes; and the forms and use o f pronouns, 
namely, personal full and short, reflexive, substantival, and possessive.
Number
Most nouns in Ossetian, with only a few exceptions, have both singular and
plural forms. In general, plural is formed by means of the suffix /-t/, which occurs
immediately following the stem, before the case suffix.
11) 'bin-to
root-Pl-Nom
'roots’
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In the following sections I have attempted to condense significantly the long 
lists o f irregularities in the plural forms described by Abaev and Bagaev. I explain 
most o f these irregularities by general morphophonemic rules. However, some 
exceptions still remain.
Lexically-Conditioned Irregularities
There are irregularities in the plural forms of some nouns that are lexically- 
conditioned. In many nouns, strong vowels in the final syllable become weak before 
the plural suffix:
(2) an'dax-0 on'dsx-t-o
threads-Nom thread-Pl-Nom
'thread' 'threads'
In some words, such as [mad] 'mother', [fid] 'father', and [ar'vad] 'person with 
the same last name', the plural suffix is /-alt/.
(3) 'mad-alt-a 
mother-PI-Nom 
'mothers'
(4) 'fid-alt-a 
father-Pl-Nam 
'fathers'
(5) ar'vad-alt-a
person with the same last name-Pl-Nom 
'people with the same last name'
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Morphophonemic Changes
A number o f morphophonemic changes occur when the piural suffix is
added.
On stems ending with sonorants /r l m n j w/ the plural suffix usually 
becomes long /-tt/.
(6) am 'gar-o 
friend-Nom 
'friend'
(7) am'gar-tt-a
friend-Pl-Nom
'friends'
(8) moj-0
husband-Nom
'husband'
(9) 'maj-tt-a
husband-Pl-Nom
’husbands'
There are, however, some lexically-governed exceptions, such as the following:
(10) fir-0 ( I I )  'ftr-it-a
sheep-Nom sheep-Pl-Nom
’sheep' ’sheep'
Stem-final Ini usually disappears before the long plural suffix /-it/;
(12) don-o
watcr-Nom
'water'
(13) "da-tt-a
water-PI *Nom 
'waters'
This too has some lexical exceptions:
(14) ofJon-o
rcason-Nom
'reason'
(15) afjan-tt-a
rcason-PI-Nom
'reasons'
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Another nasal, stem-final /m/, also disappears before /-tt/ if  it is a part o f a consonant
cluster /lm/ or /rm/:
(16) ts’arm -0 (17) 'ts’ar-tt-a
skin-Nom skin-Pl-Nom
'skin' 'skins'
OB) kolm-0 (19) ‘kal-tt-a
worm-Nom worm-PI-Nom
'worm' 'worms'
Morphophonemic Changes: Insertion o f  hi 
insertion o f  III is a widespread phenomenon in Ossetian. The following are 
the contexts in which it takes place when the plural is formed.
It is inserted before the plural suffix after several different types o f  consonant 
clusters.
This happens after a voiceless consonant o f  a consonant cluster, a long 
consonant, or a long semivowel.
(20) mijt-o (21) 'imft-it-a
mouse-Nom mouse-Pl-Nom
'mouse' 'mice*
(22) guipp-o (23) 'guipp-tt-©
thud-Nont thud-Pl-Nom
'thud' 'thuds*
(24) naww-o (25) 'naww-tt-a
virgin land-Nom virgin land-PI-Nom
'virgin land' "virgin lands"
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The /i/ is inserted on monosyllabic stems with vowels /a » u7 and a stem- 
final consonant cluster which includes a voiced final consonant.
(26) tolm-o (27) tolm-it-o
stripe-Nom stripe-Pl-Nom
'stripe' 'stripes'
(28) tjinz-o (29) 'tjmz-it-a
bride-Nom bride-Pl-Nom
'bride' 'bride'
(30) tfog-o (31)
girl-Nom girl-Pl-Nom
’girl* ’girls'
(32) sirv-0 (33) ’sirv-it-s
yeast-Nom yeast-Pl-Nom
'yeast' 'yeast'
(34) kuirm -0 (35) 'kuirm-it-a
blind-Noni blind-Pl-Nom
'blind' 'blind'
Exceptions are:
(36) fmz-0 (37) 'fmz-t-a
nose-Nom nose-Pl-Nom
'nose' 'noses'
(38) rtnz-0 (39) 'rmz-t-o
projection-Nom projection-Pl-Nom
’projection' 'projection'
It is also inserted after the back consonants /k k ’ kk q/.
(40) ztq-o (41) 'zrq«it«o
pit-Nom pit-Pl ‘Norn
'pit' 'pits'
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As a result o f the insertion o f /i/, the velars /k k ’ kk/ become /tj  t j5 tjtf/ respectively.
(42) kark-o
hen-Nom
'hen'
(43) ‘kartf-it-a
hen-Pl-Nom
’hens'
(44) yum k’-o 
hole-Nom 
’hole’
(45) 'yuintj-it-o 
hole-Pl-Nom 
'holes’
(46) wo'rikk-o 
lamb-Nom 
'lamb'
(47) ws'ritj'tj'-it-a 
lamb-Pl-Nom 
'lambs'
In the plural on stems that end with a derivational suffix /og/, the
/a/ is generally not present. The suffix /-ag/ is used to derive nouns from other 
grammatical forms. The /a/ in this suffix seems to be present underlyingly, as all o f  
the derived nouns have it; it doesn't seem to be affected by the phonological 
environment in the process o f  derivation. For example: [faj'nag] 'log', ['kafag] 
'dancer', [yaftag] 'relative'. It is possible that the transformations take place in the 
following order: "wajag -> 'wajag-ta -> 'wajag-ita wajad3-ita -► \vafd3-it-a. The
h i is inserted probably because the cluster /gt/  is generally not allowed. The insertion 
o f /i/ causes /g/ to become /d3/. It is unclear why the /a/ disappears.* 1
1 It is also possible that the /a/ in the nominalizer /-ag/ is not underlying and is 
inserted to satisfy syllable structure constraints in singular (again, perhaps igf is 
generally not allowed in a consonant cluster). It is not inserted when the plural is 
formed because after the insertion o f  /r/, /g/ changes into /d y  and no unallowable 
clusters are formed.
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(48) 'wajag-o (49) lwaj‘d3-it-a
rooster-Nom rooster-Pl-Nom
'rooster' 'roosters'
(50) 'X3rag-0 (51) 'xarad3-it-a
donkey-Nom donkey-Pl-Nom
'rooster' 'roosters’
(52) '3arag-0 (53) '3ard3-it-a
song-Nom song-Pl-Nom
'song' 'songs'
If  /ag/ is preceded by a consonant cluster, long consonant, or a combination 
o f  semivowel and a consonant, /a/ does not disappear (or is inserted to prevent /g/ 
from joining a consonant cluster), III is inserted before the plural suffix and /g/ 
becomes /d ^ :
(54) Xsftag-o
relative-Nom
'relative'
(55) X3j'tad3-it-a
relative-Pl-Nom
'relatives'
(56) 'qujJag-0
ear-ring-Nom
'ear-ring'
(57) 'qujjad3-it-a
ear-ring-Pl-Nom
'ear-rings'
(58) faj'nag-o
board-Nom
'board'
(59) faj'nad3-it-o
board-Pl-Nom
'boards'
The following is a lexical exception in several respects:
(60) Jtog-0
bone-Nom
'bone*
(61) tfif-it-a
bone-Pl-Nom
'bones'
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There are several lexical exceptions to the preceding, when none o f  the 
described changes take place and the plural suffix is added according to the regular
pattern.
(62) 3i'm3g-0
winter-Nom
'winter'
(63) 3i‘m3g-t-3
winter-Pl-Nom
'winters'
(64) tji'rag-o 
cage-Nom 
'cage'
(65) tjVreg-t-g
cage-Pl-Nom
'cages'
(66) fa'tag-o
leader-Nom
'leader'
(67) fa'tag-t-a
leader-Pl-Nom
'leaders'
When plural is formed in words with /ig/ stem-fmally, III disappears and 
/u1/ is inserted before the plural suffix:
(68) 'tpimg-0 
book-Nom 
'book'
(69) 'tfing-uH-a
book-Pl-Nom
'books'
If  /ig/ is preceded by a consonant cluster, the stem remains intact; h! is inserted 
before the plural suffix and /g/ becomes /d^:
(70) mai'zig-o 
ant-Nom 
'ant*
(71) maI'zid3Ht-a 
ant-PI-Norn 
'ants'
Exceptions to the above rules often involve words that appeared in Ossetian 
in the 20th century. In them, the plural suffix is added according to the regular 
pattern.
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(72) dajt’alfig (73) dajt’alfig-t-o
colon-Nom
'colon*
colon-Pl-Nom
'colons'
(74) qadzig (75) qadzig-t-a
comma-Nom
'comma'
comma-Pl-Nom
'commas'
Case
How Many Cases are there in Ossetian?
There are nine cases in Ossetian, according to Abaev, but in a later work 
Bagaev suggests that there are ten. These previously described cases are presented in 
Table 4 (p. 33).
Abaev and Bagaev use different labels for comitative/conjunctional; Bagaev 
uses "sojuzniy”, instead o f Abaev's "sovmestniy", but this is just a difference in 
terminology. The main substantive difference between the two authors is that Bagaev 
adds accusative to the list that Abaev proposes.
"Accusative" Case: Bagaev's Analysis
In his proposal, Bagaev differentiates between definite and indefinite direct 
objects. He notes that the direct objects have two types o f case marking. The 
indefinite direct objects are marked by /-&! in singular and /-a/ in plural (as in
nominative) and the definite direct objects are marked by M/-ji/ in singular and 
plural (as in genitive). He proposes to bring the direct objects together under 
accusative case. The suffixes that he suggests arc demonstrated in Tabic 5.
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Table 4. Previously Described Cases (suffixes as analyzed by Abaev and Bagaev)
Suffix
Abaev's Bagaev's Transliteratedafter C/SV after V
sg. Pi- sg. Pi-
-o -3 -0 -a Nominative Nominative Imenitel'niy j
-i -I -ji -ji Genitive Genitive Roditel'niy
-an -an -jan -jan Dative Dative Datel'niy
-i -i -ji -i Accusative Vinitel'niy
-9j -aj ~P -9j Ablative Ablative Otlojitel'niy
-ma -am -ma -am Allative Allative Napravitel'niy
-il -il -jil -il Adessive Adessive Mestniy vneshniy
-i -i -j» -i Inessive Inessive Mestniy vnutrenniy
-ima -ima -ima -ima Comitative Conjunctional Sovmestniy
-au -au -jau
L
-au Equative Equative Upodobitel'niy
Table 5. Accusative According to Bagaev
After coosonant/semivowel After vowel
Singular Plural Singular Plural
Definite -i -i *j« -i
Indefinite unmarked -a unmarked -a
The following examples demonstrate Bagaev's accusative case, with the
distinction he draws between definite vs. indefinite direct objects:
a. Indefinite:
(76) ^a'don J-Jar-t-on
Compl-fmd-Past-1 SglndTransshirt-AccIndef 
'I found a shirt.'
b. Definite:
(77) om'bal-i J-’jar-t-on
friend-AccDef Compl-find-Past-1 SglndT rans
'I found a friend.’
(Even though an indefinite article is used in the translation of what Bagaev calls a 
definite noun, the noun, [sm'bal] 'friend', in Ossetian would be clearly definite. The 
friend is most likely present when the utterance is made.)
It should be noted right away that a simplification could be proposed in this 
analysis. The /j/ in the Accusative suffix is probably present underlyingly. The 1)1 
gets deleted after a stem-final consonant.
axe-AccSg
It is also not present in the vowel-fmal stems in accusative plural, because there the 
accusative suffix is always preceded by a consonant in the plural suffix /-t/, as in
sister-AccSg
(79) fa'rot-i
'sister':
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(80) 'xo-t-i
sister-AccPl
I am not aware o f examples in Ossetian where the 1)1 occurs after a consonant. 
Perhaps this is because consonants are not allowed to be followed by 1)1. If  so, the 1)1 
in the suffix always gets deleted after a stem-final consonant or semi-vowel. When 
this process is recognized, it is not necessary to distinguish the phonological 
environment. Also, there is no separate accusative singular and accusative plural; the 
number is marked by a separate plural suffix. Therefore, if there were a need to posit 
an accusative case, there would be simply one underlying form of the accusative 
definite suffix: /-ji/.
Positing a separate accusative case, however, needlessly complicates the 
description of the case system. Since some direct objects are marked with suffixes 
identical to genitive case and other direct objects are marked with suffixes identical 
to nominative case, it is better to simply specify that nominative and genitive case 
are used to mark direct objects. This is what Abaev does (although his specification 
of the conditions under which each case is used requires some clarification, as 
discussed in the following section).
Abaev does not refer to accusative at all; instead, he states that a direct 
object is marked by nominative for indefinite and impersonal things and by genitive 
for definite and personal things. Under Bagaev's proposal, the similarity in form
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between accusative and nominative is accidental; under Abaev's proposal the 
generalization is stated explicitly.
The assumption behind the line o f analysis presented here is that the number 
of cases posited for a language should be determined by distinct morphological 
forms, not by distinct grammatical functions. Thus, since all direct objects are 
accounted for as instance of either nominative or genitive, there is no need to posit a 
separate accusative case.
"Accusative" Case: the Distinction between the Direct Objects
Ossetian does indeed distinguish between two types of direct objects;
however, the distinction seems to be somewhat different from what either Abaev or
Bagaev state. It is between personal vs. impersonal direct objects. Abaev's system,
for example, does not allow for things that are definite and impersonal or indefinite
and personal. Bagaev's distinction between definite vs. indefinite is also incorrect.
For example, in a situation where reference is made to a definite shirt, an example
such as (81) is ungrammatical. Instead, (82) is used.
(81) *'asi x3'don-i J-'Jar-t-on
this shirt-Gen Compl-find-Past-lSglndTrans
'I found this shirt.'
(82) 'qsi x 3'd°n
this shirt 
'I found this shirt.'
j'-'Jar-t-on
Compl-flnd-Past-l SglndTrans
The object in (82) has a zero suffix as in nominative, the foim that Bagaev would 
consider accusative indefinite. The definite direct object in this example is not
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marked with /-i/, as his proposal predicts. In fact, this is a general pattern in 
contemporary Ossetian: direct objects are not suffixed with /-ji/ when they are 
definite:
(83) 'asi x9za r 'ba-lxs-tt-on
this house Compl-buy-Past-lSglndTrans
'I bought this house.'
(84) 'mo xor3 zo'bug 'fe-tt-on
1 SgGenSh good hammer see-Past-lSglndTrans
'I saw my good hammer.'
mo Xo mo x9'la f omo mo
1 SgGenSh sister 1 SgGenSh pants and 1 SgGenSh
Xo'don 'ba-mboxf-t-a. mo
shirt Compl-hide-Past-1 SglndTrans. 1SgGenSh
'xsdon J-'jar-t-on mo Xs'laf
shirt Compl-find-Past-1 SglndT rans 1 SgGenSh pants
ta no?.
but Neg.
'My sister hid my pants and my shirt. I found my shirt, but not my pants.'
Only personal direct objects are marked by the suffix /-ji/ in singular and 
plural as in genitive; the impersonal direct objects are unmarked in the singular and 
in the plural they have the suffix /-o/; both of these suffixes are identical to the 
suffixes in nominative case. This is illustrated in the following examples (with 
glossing as in the current analysis).
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(86) fo'tima-ji
Fatima-GenSg 
'I saw Fatima.'
'fe-tt-on
see-Past-1 SglndTrans
(87) *f3'tima
Fatima-Nom
'fe-tt-on
see-Past-1 SglndTrans
(88) 'lappu-t-i 'ba-31-tt-a
boy-Pl-Gen Compl-recognize-Past-3SgIndTrans 
'He/she/it recognized the boys.'
(89) *'bppu-t-o
boy-Pl-Nom
'bo-31-tt-a
ComplDir-recognize-Past-3SgIndTrans
(90) qs'dur 'worj-t-o
beans-Nom love-Past-3SgIndTrans
'He/she/it loved cooked beans.'
(91) *q9'dur-i
beans-GenSg
'warj'-t-a
love-Past-3SgIndTrans
(92) 'ysa-t-o 'ba-mboxf-t-on
money-Pl-Nom Compl-love-Past-lSglndTrans
'I hid the money.’
(93) *'xsa-t-i 'ba-mboyj-t-on
money-Pl-Gen Compl-love-Past-1 SglndTrans
Bagaev's Argument for Accusative Case from the Pronoun [jo]
Bagaev's proposal of a distinct accusative case is mainly based on the
existence of the third person singular short pronoun [oj], which is used for direct
objects, personal and impersonal.
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(94) J-'Jar-t-on oj
Compl-fmd- Past-lSglndTrans hini/her/it
'I found him/her/it.'
The following table gives the forms for the third person singular short pronoun in all
cases.
Table 6. Third Person Short Pronoun
Case Singular
Genitive P
Dative jin
Allative jam
Adessive jil
Comitative jema
There is no nominative for the short pronouns. Bagaev points out that the 
form o f the third person singular short pronoun [aj] is different from any o f the case
forms of this pronoun. He regards [aj] as the pronoun used exclusively for direct
•*-
objects; since it is distinct from the genitive form [ja] the analysis must recognize a
separate case to handle it. At the same time, he acknowledges that there is a form
[ja] that is used for direct objects as well.
(95) J-'Jar-t-a ja
Compl-fmd-Past-3SgIndTrans him/her/it
'He/she/it found him/her.'
It is ungrammatical to say:
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(96) ♦j'-'j'ar-t-a oj
Compl-fmd-Past-3 SglndT rans him/her
'He/she/it found him/her.'
He considers this [jo], however, to be a result o f phonological transformations o f 
underlying [oj] rather than an instance of a form identical to the genitive form. He 
suggests that it arises from insertion of /j/ between two vowels and disappearance of 
final /j/ in /oj/:
Underlying 'jjar-t-a 9j
After insertion of /j/ between two vowels 'Jjar-t-a P i
After deletion of final /j/ 'j’jar-t-a P
Surface 'Jjar-t-a P
The same disappearance of final /j/ occurs in ablative singular as well when 
the case suffix is attached to a stem ending with a vowel. It is possible that it takes 
place in these pronouns as well. Insertion of /j/ between two vowels does happen in 
Ossetian quite often too. Bagaev notes that /j/ occurs in all other case formr of this 
pronoun as well and claims that the /j/ is inserted generally after a word-final 
vowel. Consider the following forms.
Genitive jo
Dative jin
Allative jam
Adessive jfi
Comitative jemo
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There are problems, however, with this analysis: it does not explain why such 
"insertion" takes place optionally even after a word-final consonant, as in:
(97) 5(9'don jil/il J-'ko-tt-on
shirt 3SgAdSh Compl-put-Past-lSglndTrans
'I put a shirt on him/her/it'
The forms of the pronoun are used interchangeably. If this pronoun is preceded by a 
word-final vowel, however, only the form [jil] is grammatical.
(98) 'qaba jil/*il J-'ko-tt-on
dress 3SgAdSh Compl-put-Past-lSglndTrans
'I put a dress on him/her/it'
The same pattern occurs with all cases o f the third person singular short pronoun, 
except comitative.
This suggests an alternative analysis: the underlying form o f this pronoun 
starts with /j/ in all o f its cases. The /j/ may be deleted in most forms if the pronoun 
follows a word-final consonant. So, the underlying forms of this pronoun and the 
forms after word-final consonants may be listed as follows:
Table 7. The Short Pronoun [jo]
Case Underlying After a word-final consonant
Genitive P 0
Dative jin in
Allative jom am
Adessive jil il
Comitative jemo jemo
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In comitative the deletion is not possible as /e/ does not occur word-initially (see 
discussion on p. 6).
Returning to the discussion of the direct object form [oj], it can be regarded 
as an instance of the genitive /jo/ with optional deletion of initial /j/ followed by 
insertion of woid-fmal /j/. This latter insertion is required because no word in 
Ossetian can consist o f a single vowel.
Underlying 'J-Jar-t-on jo
Compl-find-Past-lSglndTrans
After optional deletion of /j/ 'J-Jar-t-on o
Compi-fmd-Past-1 SglndTrans
After insertion of final /j/ ‘J-j'ar-t-on oj
Compl-find-Past-1 SglndTrans
Surface ‘J-Jar-t-on oj
Compl-find-Past-1 SglndTrans
"Inessive" Case
Following the approach to analysis used above in the discussion of 
accusative (that the existence of distinct cases needs to be justified by distinct 
morphological foims), certain other cases proposed by Abaev and Bagaev can also 
be eliminated from the analysis.
Inessive, which indicates location inside an object, also has a suffix that is
identical to genitive.
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Table 8. Genitive Compared to Inessive
Case After consonant/semivowel After vowel
Singular Plural Singular Plural
Genitive 'xur-i
sun-Gen
'xur-t-i
sun-Pl-Gen
X0-ji
sister-Gen
'xo-t-i
sister-Gen
Inessive 'xur-i
sun-Ines
'xur-t-i
sun-Pl-Ines
'xo-ji
sister-Ines
'xo-t-i
sister-Ines
For example,
(99) 'Jlcola-ji no 'u-dU
school-Ines Neg be-Past-3SgIndIntrans
'He/she/it wasn't at school.'
There is no need to propose a separate inessive case. It would be better to 
simply state that 'location inside an object' is one of the uses of genitive, rather than 
positing a distinct case that just happens to be identical in form to genitive.
Bagaev notes that for some nouns that semantically express place and time, 
the inessive suffix is omitted (p. 143):
(100) 'qsi bon do 'mbar-in
this day you understand
'Today I understand you.'
Again, it would be simpler to say that this is one of the uses o f the nominative, as 
nominative is usually unmarked in singular. And, in fact, such nouns can be plural, 
and if so, they take a suffix that is identical to nominative plural.
(101) 'qsi bon-t-o do 'mbar-in
this day-Pl-Nom you understand
'Today I understand you.'
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So, it seems better to describe "location inside" as an additional function of 
nominative case rather than to say that the inessive (genitive) suffix is sometimes 
omitted. Thus, the notion of "location inside" may be expressed by either genitive or 
nominative.
"Equative" Case
Abaev and Bagaev also propose "upodobitel'niy" case which could be called 
equative case in English. They state that nouns in equaiive case often answer 
questions like "like what?" and "like who?"; it is marked by the suffix /-au/ and after 
the vowels /o a o u e/, the semivowel /j/ is inserted before the suffix.
Table 9. "Equative Case" According to Abaev and Bagaev
After vowels / o s o u  e/ Elswhere
Singular Plural Singular Plural
'k’030-jau 'k’030-t-au 'bg-au 'bg-t-au
mushroom-Eq mushroom-Pl-Eq man-Eq man-Pl-Eq
At least two observations provide arguments against the analysis o f these
forms as a distinct case. One, this suffix has limited productivity, and two, the
contexts in which it may be used are restricted. Consider the following examples:
(102) '^ur-au 'ra-kaf-tJ-i
sun-Eq Dir-look~Past-3SgIndIntrans
'He/she/it looked out like a sun (smiling, kindly).’
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(103) 'dur-au m-'qabsr-jij-
stone-Eq Dir-hard-3SgIndIntrans 
'He/she/it became hard like a rock.'
Words with this suffix cannot be modified, except by a degree word, suggesting that 
they are not nouns at all, but adverbs. Even modification by a degree word is 
sometimes questionable.
(104) *r9'jjuyd 'dur-au
beautiful stone-Eq
(105) *fonz 'dur-au
five stone-Eq
(106) ting 'dur-au
very stone-Eq
'very hard like a stone'
(107) *ting 'yur-au
very sun-Ea
Thus, the phenomenon previously described as equative case is better analyzed as an 
instance of derivation of adverbs from nouns.
Remaining Cases in Ossetian
The foregoing discussion leaves us with only seven cases to consider. They 
are presented in Table 11 with their forms. In two cases, there are separate singular 
and plural forms. In several cases the suffix-initial /j/ is deleted after a stem-final 
consonant or semivowel (as I mentioned earlier, the cluster /Cj/ does not occur in
Ossetian),
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Table 10. Cases
Case Suffix
Nominative -0 (singular)
-a (plural)
Genitive -ji (-i after a consonant)
Dative -jan (-an after a consonant)
Ablative -ja (-aj after a consonant)
Allative -ms (singular)
-am (plural)
Adessive -jil (-il after a consonant)
Comitative -ims
The form and use of each of these are discussed in the following sections.
Nominative
Nominative is not marked in singular and has a suffix /-a/ in plural:
(108) k ’ul-o (109) 'k’ul-t-o
wall-Nom wall-Pl-NomPl
Nominative is one of the two cases (the other being allative) in which the singular
differs from plural. Following the above discussion, nominative is used for subjects,
impersonal direct objects, some noun phrases that semantically indicate location and
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time, and with the preposition [ad] 'with'. The use o f this preposition is no longer 
common in colloquial speech.
(110) yur 'ra-kqf-f-if
sun-Nom Dir-look-Past-3SgInd
'The sun came out.'
( H I )  yur no 'fe-tt-on
sun-Nom Neg see-Past-1 Sglnd
'I didn't see the sun.'
(112) di'Jon do
yestersday-Nom 2SgGenSh
'I didn't recognize you yesterday.'
no 'ba-3it-t-on
Neg Compl-know-Past-lSglndTrans
(113) b 'ppu ad fa'rat 'qad-ma 'a-si-dU
boy with axe-Nom forest-All ComplDir-go-Past-3SgIndIntrans
'The boy went to the forest with an axe.'
Genitive
Genitive is marked by the suffix /-ji/; when this suffix follows a consonant 
or semivowel, the suffix-initial /j/ is deleted:
(114) ba'lqf-i 
tree-Gen
(115) kar'do-ji 
pear-Gen
Genitive is used for possessors, personal direct objects, to indicate location 
and time, and with what are sometimes called postpositions.
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(116) ma'rJina-ji 'ba-farj-t-on
Marina-Gen Compl-ask-Past-1 Sglnd
'I asked Marina.'
(117)
(118)
ma'rhna-ji 'tfe-i
Marina-Gen daughter-Gen
'I asked Marina’s daughter.'
ma'rHnci-ji fo'jts
Marina-Gen after
'I went in after Marina.'
'ba-farf-t-on
Compl-ask-Past-1 SglndTrans
'ba-si-tt-on
Compl-go-Past-1 SglndT rans
(119) ta'mara 'Jkola-ji
Tamara school-Gen
'Tamara works at school.'
'kuj-o-i
work-Pres-3 Sglnd
(120) sy'jbvi mjit
Tamara snow-Gen
'It snowed last night.'
'ra-war-dM
Dir-rain-Past-3 Sglntrans
"Postpositions" in Ossetian are better considered possessed nouns and their 
"objects" regarded as their possessors. Doing so explains why the "object" o f a 
postposition is always in genitive case. In addition, "postpositions" have a number o f
characteristics that are different from Ossetian prepositions and the same as nouns.
(121) bolaj-i bin-0 J-'pat-t-an
tree-Gen under-Nom Compl-sit-Past-lSglndlntrans
'I sat under the tree.', lit. '(in) the tree's bottom'
These possessed nouns may be marked for plural and case.
(122) bo'laj-i 'bin-t-i j'-'pat-t-on
tree-Gen under-Pl-Gen Compl-sit-Past-lSglndlntrans
'I sat under the tree.' lit. ' (in) the tree's bottoms'
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(123) rus'lan-i fo'd-il 'a-sit-t-on
Ruslan-Gen after-Ades Compl-go-Past-lSglndlntrans
'I went after Ruslan.'
(124) rus'lan-i ‘fsd-t-i 'a-sit-t-on
Ruslan-Gen after-Pl-Gen Compl-go-Past-lSglndlntrans
'I went after Ruslan."
Most postpositions, in fact, can function independently as nouns.
Lexeme Nominal meaning Postpositional meaning
sar
bin
farj
'head'
'bottom'
'side'
'on', 'upon' 
'under'
'beside', 'near'
Abaev (p. 34) suggests that some postpositions originate from adverbs. Most such 
"adverbs", however, are not morphologically distinct from nouns. They may be 
marked for case and number and they have the same distribution as possessed nouns, 
so they are probably best considered nouns despite their apparent adverbial meaning.
Lexeme "Adverbial" meaning Postpositional meaning
'mjidag 'inside' 'in’
fe'Jta 'behind' 'after'
'foie 'on the other side' 'across'
Abaev notes that a small group of words can be used only as postpositions.
sur 'near'
ong 'up to'
uol'quj 'by'
'ferji 'thanks to'
'rwcid3i 'for the sake of
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They may be still considered nouns, however, as they may be marked for case and 
number and they may even be nouns etymologically; for example, [’uolquf] 'by', 
originally meant 'over the ear of. What is unique about these nouns is that they are 
restricted in their distribution, occurring only in adjunct phrases. This distribution, in 
turn, may be explained by the meaning being incompatible with uses such as the 
subject or direct object of a clause.
Dative is marked by the suffix /-jon/. The suffix-initial /j/ is deleted after a 
stem-final consonant of ^mivowel. Dative is used for indirect objects and for noun 
phrases indicating purpose.
Dative
(125) ma'rhna-jen ‘tpimg
Marina-Dat book-Nom
'I gave a book to Marina.'
'ra-t-t-on
Dir-gi ve-Past-1 SglndTrans
(126) qsi zJi'za 'xor-in-on no ^ 333-0-1
this meat-Nom eat-Inf-Dat not good-Pres-3SgInd
'This meat is not good for eating.'
Ablative
Ablative is marked by the suffix /-jo/.
(127) kar'do-jo 
pear-Abl
The suffix-initial /j/ is deleted after a stem-final semivowel /j/.
(128) dom'bqj-3 
lion-Abl
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If the suffix is preceded h a stem-final consonant or the semivowel /w/, the suffix is
/-oj/.
(129) 'qul-oj
w a ll- /1.
(130) 'now-oj
ship-Abl
This change in the form o f the suffix is very similar to the change in the genitive 
form of the pronoun [jo] (see "Bagaev's Argument for Accusative Case from the 
Pronoun [jo]").
Ablative case is used for source, instrument, cause, and with the preposition 
[ono] 'without'.
(131) ^a'zar-oj 'ra-si-tt-on
house-Abl Dir-go-Past-1 Sglndlntrans
'I came out o f the house.'
(132) 'usi go'/ot 'qux-sj m-'fij-t-a
that paper-Nom hand-Abl Dir-write-Past-3SgIndTrans
'He/she/it wrote that document with his hand.'
(133) 'usi ‘xabar 'tJelevjizar-oj 'fe-quj-t-a
that news-Nom television-Abl Dir-hear-Past-3SgIndTrans
'He/she/it heard that news from the television broadcast.'
(134) 'ruvaf 'mJit-oj x3'zar J-araz-t-a
fox-Nom snow-Abl house-Nom Dir-make-Past-3SgIndTrans
'The fox made its house out o f snow."
(135) '^udog-oj m-'qosol-ji
laughter-Abl Dir-stick-3 Sglndlntrans
'He/she/it stiffened from laughter.'
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(136) 'ana qs'tsul-sj 'wc^dl u
without blanket-Abl cold is
'It is cold without a blanket.'
Allative
Allative is marked by /-ms/ in singular and /-sm/ in plural:
(137) bs'laj-m s 
tree-AllSg
(138) bs'ldj-t-sm 
tree-Pl-AllPl
It is used for duration, duration until a certain time, path, goal, and location.
(139) qu'ri-ms js  ns 'fe-tt-on
week-All 3SgGenSh Neg see-Past-1 SglndTrans
'I have not seen them for one week.'
(140) i^ar-m s 'war-dM
evening-All rain-Past-3 Sglndlntrans
'It rained till evening.'
(141) ja 'xo-ms 'ba-zir-tt-a
3SgGenSh sister-All Compl-call-Past-3SgIndTrans
'He/she/it called his/her sister'.
(142) xs'zar-m s 'ba-si-cP-i
house-All Compl-go-Past-3 Sglndlntrans
'He/she/it went into the house'.
(143) 'xfir-ms 'ba-si-dJ-i
milk-All Compl-go-Past-3 Sglndlntrans
'He/she/it went in to get milk.'
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'sima-mo 'ba-sar-dj-i
Sima-All Compl-live-Past-3SgIndIntrans
'He/she/it started living at Sima's.'
Adessive
(144)
Adessive is marked by /-jil/. Again, the suffix-initial 1)1 disappears after the 
stem-final consonant or semivowel.
Adessive often indicates location on the exterior o f an object, time, and
value.
(145) p  'Jbr-il J-'pat-tj-i
3SgGenSh head-Ades Dir-sit-Past-3SgIndIntrans
'He/she/it sat on his/her/its head'.
(146) fonz Ja'xat-il r-'ba-si-dj-i
five clock-Ades Dir-Compl-go-Past-3SgIndIntrans
'He/she/it came at five o'clock.'
(147) fonz 'nPin-il jo 'ra-d-t-a
five thousand-Ades 3SgShGen Compl-give-Past-3SgIndTrans
'He/she/it gave it for five thousand.' *»•
Comitative
Comitative is marked with the suffix /-imo/. As is normal, the /V induces
palatalization of the stem-final consonant. Comitative marks accompaniment.
(148) a'lan je 'mbol-ttMmo r-'ba-si-dJ-i
Alan-Nom 3SgGenSh friend-Pl-Comit Dir-Com-go-Past-3SgIndIntran
'Alan came with his friends.'
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Paraphrase o f Cases by Prepositions and Possessed Nouns 
Several of the cases can be paraphrased by prepositions and by what 
previously have been called postpositions, but which are analyzed here as possessed 
nouns.
Accompaniment may be expressed either by comitative case or by the 
preposition [ad] 'with', which requires nominative case on its object:
(149) 'bppu ltj’i3g~iim9 kars'zh-ji 'bawar3toj
boy-Nom girl-Comit each other-Gen Com-love-Past-3PlTrans
'The boy and girl fell in love with each other.'
(150) 'bppu od tji3g kors'zh-ji !bawar3toj
boy-Nom and girl-Nom each other-Gen Com-love-Past-3PlTrans
'The boy and girl fell in love with each other.'
Adessive can be paraphrased by the possessed nouns [ws'la] 'on',
['oxil] 'f°r', and [ti'xoj] 'for', which take genitive on their possessors. For example:
(151) '^orinag yes-il u
food stove-Ades is
'The food is on the stove.'
may be paraphrased as:
(152) '^orinag 'p^s-i wa'la u
food stove-Gen on is
'The food is on the stove.'
Case-marking as Phrasal Suffixes
Case in Ossetian is marked with what appear to be ordinary suffixes and 
that is how they have been discussed so far. However, while normally these suffixes 
occur on nouns, they may also occur on other word classes if there is no overt nuun
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in the noun phrase. Therefore they are better described as phrasal suffixes, that is, 
suffixes that attach to the whole noun phrase, rather than to the head noun. For 
example, consider the following phrase in ablative case:
(153) si'ppar tiy'tpin lo'ppu-t-sj fs'tarjten
four strong boy-Pl-Abl Compl-fear-Past-lSglndlntrans
’I became afraid o f the four strong young men.'
If the head noun is omitted, then the case is marked on the last overt constituent o f
the noun phrase. For adjectives number is also marked.
(154) si'ppar tix'tpin-t-oj fa'tarpon
four strong-Pl-Abl Compl-fear-Past-lSglndlntrans
'I became afraid o f the four strong young (ones).'
If  the last constituent in the noun phrase is a numeral, however, only the case marker
appears.
(155) si'ppar-oj fs'tarpon
four-Abl Compl-fear-Past-1 Sglndlntrans
'I became afraid o f the four (ones).'
It is possible that in Ossetian nouns may be derived from adjectives, and when they 
are, they do not get any derivational marking; in their form they are exactly like the 
adjectives. This would explain what happens in example (154): [tix'tpin] 'strong' is 
no longer an adjective, but a noun and that is why it is marked for number as well as 
case. Nouns, however, cannot be derived from numerals. In example (155) the 
numeral is still a numeral and the only overt constituent o f the noun phrase. It is not 
marked for number, but it is marked for case.
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Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the number suffix is a true suffix 
that attaches only to nouns, but the case suffixes are phrasal suffixes.
Case and Number in Adjectives
This analysis differs from what has been assumed previously. Previous 
analyses suggest that adjectives in Ossetian are marked for case and number in the 
same pattern as nouns. This is shown in Table 11.
Table 11. Case and Number in Adjectives
Case Suffix
after
consonant/ semivowel
after vowel
Singular Plural Singular Plural
Nominative bur 'yedow' bur-t-o dusgo 'milking’ dusgo-t-o
Genitive bur-i bur-t-i dusgo-ji dusgo-t-i
Dative bur-on bur-t-on dusgo-jon dusgo-t-on
Ablative bur-oj bur-t-oj dusgo-jo dusgo-t-oj
Allative bur-mo bur-t-om dusgo-mo dusgo-t-om
Adessive bur-il bur-t-il dusgo-jil dusgo-t-il
Comitative burMmo bur-tj-imo dusgo-imo dusgo-t-imo
Adjectives, however, are inflected for number and case only under one 
circumstance: when they are the last word in what appears to be a noun phrase with
an omitted head noun.
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(156) ts’a /  fat'qu-t-3 'ba-lxst-t-on
green apple-Pl-Nom Compl-buy-Past-lSglndTrans
'I bought green aples.'
(157) 'ts’ox-t-o 'ba-lxst-t-on
green-Pl-Nom Compl-buy-Past-lSglndTrans
'I bought the green.'
As argued in the preceding section, examples like (154) and (157) are better 
analyzed as containing nouns derived from adjectives, hence the noun-like 
suffixation pattern.
Pronouns
Abaev and Bagaev describe Ossetian pronouns in detail. However, some of 
the pronouns deserve further consideration, in particular, personal (full and short), 
reflexive, substantival, and possessive.
All pronouns are marked for case; case suffixes are, for the most part, the 
same as those found on nouns. The suffix-initial /j/ is, again, most likely present 
underlyingly; however the issue of its presence is irrelevant in the discussion of 
pronouns, as all of them that are regular end with stem-final consonants. All 
pronouns have distinct stems in singular and plural.
Personal pronouns
Personal pronouns in Ossetian have full and short forms. The differences 
between them are described in the following sections.
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Full pronouns
The following table shows the forms of the first person full pronoun in all
cases.
Table 12. First Person Full Personal Pronouns
Singular Plural
Nominative max
Genitive man max
Dative ma'n-an 'max-an
Ablative ma'n-aj 'max-aj
Allative ma'm-ma 'max-ma
Adessive ma'n-il 'max-il
Comitative 'nTe-ina 'maxj-ima
There are certain irregularities in the forms of the full pronouns. The stem 
of the first person singular nominative form is different from the stem of this 
pronoun in other cases. This is true o f the second person as well, as may be seen in 
the T^ble 14. Genitive has a zero suffix in singular and plural, which is characteristic 
o f all persons (with one exception in third person plural; see Table 15). In first 
person singular allative stem-final /n/ assimilates to /m/: [manma] becomes 
[momma]; this is a special case o f nasal assimilation and is not characteristic o f the 
language generally. In first person singular comitative the form of the pronoun is 
irregular, [nTemo], rather than the expected [man] + [ima].
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Table 13. Second Person Full Personal Pronouns
Singular Plural
Nominative di ji'm ax
Genitive daw jVmax
Dative do'w-an jVmax-sn
Ablative do'w-aj jVmax-sj
Allative do'w-ma jV max-ms
Adessive do'w-il jVmax-il
Comitative 'dje-mo Ji'max’-imo
Full pronouns in the second person do not exhibit any irregularities not seen 
in the first person.
Table 14. Third Person Full Personal Pronouns
Singular Plural
Nominative uij ui'don
Genitive uij ui'don-i
Dative 'uim-an ui'don-an
Ablative 'uim-aj ui'don-aj
Allative 'uim-rna ui'dom-ma
Adessive 'ui-il ui'don-il
Comitative 'uij-imo ui'donj-ima
In third person plural genitive has a suffix /-i/ not found in other persons. In 
singular dative, ablative, and allative, stem-final 1)1 becomes /m/ while in adessive it 
simply disappears. In plural allative stem-final /n/ becomes /m/.
Abaev observes that third person singular and plural pronouns are also used 
as demonstratives (p. 26). They are distal demonstrative pronouns and are never
used as modifiers.
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(158) 'kosi 'tpinig da qa'w-i
which book 2SgShDat want-3Sg!nd
'What book do you want?'
(159) uij min rat-0
Dem lSgShDat give-2SgImp
'Give me that one.'
Short pronouns
Short pronouns may be used in place of the full pronouns. Abaev describes 
them as "enclitic" pronouns (p. 23); however, it is unclear what exactly makes him 
consider ihem clitics. Short pronouns do not have nominative (only genitive is used 
for direct objects) and ablative forms. As in full pronouns, the case suffixes are 
added to a pronoun stem that is suppletive for number. The third person plural stem 
is slightly irregular.
Table 15. First Person Short Pronouns
Singular Plural
Genitive mo no
Dative mi-n m-n
Allative m-om n-om
Adessive m-il n-il
Combative 'nP-emo 'iV-emo
Genitive is unmarked. The dative suffix is reduced from /-on/ to /-n/. In 
singular, comitative coincides with comitative singular full pronoun. The same 
observations are true for the second and the third person (Tables 16 and 17).
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Table 16. Second Person Short Pronouns
Singular Plural
Genitive do wo
Dative di-n wi-n
Allative dom worn
Adessive d-il w-il
Comitative 'cf-emo 'wj-emo
Table 17. Third Person Short Pronouns
Singular Plural
Genitive P Ja
Dative ji-n si-n
Allative j-om s-om
Adessive jil s-il
Comitative 'j-emo 'p-emo
Bagaev suggests that the full and the short pronouns are different in their 
syntactic use. He argues that while the full pronouns may be used "in the beginning, 
middle, or end of sentence", the short pronouns may be used "only in the end", 
except for genitive and comitative, which appear in the beginning of the sentence 
(p. 237).
(160) 'jcnr-t-on in
say-Past- lSglndTrans 3SgShDat
'I said (it) to him/her/it.'
It is unclear what Bagaev means by the middle o f the sentence. Short pronouns may 
appear in places other than the beginning and the end of sentences, as illustrated in 
the following example.
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( 161) 93 in '3aK-t-on
lSgF 3SgShDat say-Past-lSglndTrans
1  said (it) to him/her/it.'
^ Y K S Y i ) r v  YWOtt, COYMYVOTV 
than the use o f a full pronoun. Only the short pronoun is used as a modifier 
preceding the noun.
(162) ma X3'zar-0 ns 'f’e-tt-aj
1 SgShGen house-Nom Neg see-Past-2SgIndTrans
'Didn't you see my house?'
(163) 'asi Xo'zar-o msn U-0-0
this house lSgFGen be-Pres-3SgInd
'This house is mine'.
The main difference in meaning between the two sentences is one o f focus.
Focal elements are always fronted.
(164) 33 m
lSgF 3SgShDat
'3air-t-on
say-Past-1 SglndTrans
o'mo 'ba-x^r-a
and Compl-eat-3SgSubj
'I said to him/her/it so that he/she/it would it.'
ns un 'jaK-t-aj?
Neg ° gShDat say-Past-2SgInd Trans
'Didn't tel! him/her/it?'
'3Qir-t-on in
say-Past-lSglndTrans 3SgShDat
'I SAID (it) to him/her/it.'
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(165) ks'm-an ^OK-t-dj?
who-Dat say-Pasi-2Sg!nd Trans
'Who did you tell?'
'uim3n/*jin '3aK-t-on
3SgFDat/3SgShDat say-Past-lSglndTrans
'TO HIM/HER/IT I said it.'
The short pronouns cannot be focal.
Full and short pronouns may be used in the same sentence, with the full 
pronoun appearing in a tag at the end of the sentence.
(166) 33 sam 'ba-sit-t-sn 'uidonma
lSgFNom 3PlShAll Compl-go-Past-lIndlntrans 3P1FA11
'I did visit them.'
Reflexive pronouns
The stem of reflexive pronouns is similar to the genitive of the short form of 
the personal pronoun. It is followed by what might be a reflexive suffix, and, finally, 
by a case marker. There is some irregularity in the case marking.
Table 18. First Person Reflexive Pronouns
Singular Plural
Nominative ma-xa'dag-o na-xs'dag-0
Genitive mo-'xJ-i na-'xJ-i
Dative m9-'xjis-3n n9-'xjis-on
Ablative ma-'xJis-aj n9-'xJis-9j
Allative m9-'xJi-ni9 na-'xJi-ma
Adessive m9-'xJiu-il n9-'xjiu-il
Comitative m9-'xji-im9 n9-'xj-im9
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Table 19. Second Person Reflexive Pronouns
Singular Plural
Nominative da-xs'dag-o wa-xs'dag-a
Genitive d3-'xj*i W3-'xj-i
Dative d3-'xJis-3n wa-'xjis-an
Ablative d3-'xJis-3j wa-'xjis-aj
Allative da-'xji-ma wa-'xJi-ma
Adessive d3-!xjiu-il w9-'xjiu-il
Comitative ma-'xji-ima wa-'xj-ima
Table 20. Third Person Reflexive Pronouns
Singular Plural
Nominative ja-Xs'dag-o ja-Xs'dag-o
Genitive
Dative ja-'xJis-an Ja-'xjis-an
Ablative ja-'xjis-aj j 9-'xjis-9j
Allative ja-‘xji-ma ja-'x^-ma
Adessive j 3-'xjiu-il Ja-'xjiu-il
Comitative ja-'xJi-ima Ja-'xj-ima
Reflexive pronouns are used for contrastive focus and coreference to the
subject. They may be used in combination with the full personal pronouns.
Following are some examples of the use o f reflexive pronouns.
(167) ja-'xJis-an 'qaba-o 'ba-lxa-tt-a
3RefSg-Ref-Dat dress-Nom Compl-buy-Past-lSglndTrans
'He/she/it bought a dress for him/her/itself.'
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jo-Xa'dog-o jo-'xhs-on 'qaba-0 'ba-lxa-tt-a
3RefSg~Ref~Nom 3-Ref-Dat dress-Nom Compl-buy-Past-lSglndTrans
'He/she/it him/her/itself bought a dress for him/her/itself.'
(169) n9-'xji-ma 'ba-sar-dMJ
1 RefPl-Ref-All Compl-live-Past-3SgIndIntrans
'He/she/it started to live at our place.'
(170) -'xjiu-il av^agaj 'zur-0-1
3RefPl-Ref-Ades language-Abl speak-Pres-3SgInd
'He/she/it speaks their own language.'
(171) ds'xadag 'ifisi-o '3on-0-if
2SgRef nothing-Nom know-Pres-2SgInd
'You know nothing yourself.'
.
$
(172) di-0 daxa'dag 'ifisi-o 'son-o-ij1
2SgFNom 2SgRef nothing-Nom know-Pres-2SgInd
'You know nothing yourself.' (Emphatic)
This analysis differs from Bagaev's (pp. 240-245), which treats these as two 
distinct groups of pronouns. In his analysis, he calls the nominative form an 
"Intensifying Personal" pronoun and the other case forms the "Reflexive" pronouns.
He claims the "Intensifying Personal" pronouns are not marked for case, but this is 
not surprising since nominative case is normally unmarked. His "reflexive" 
pronouns, on the other hand, lack nominative case forms. They are used for 
intensifying "not the actor, but other persons or objects" (p. 242). Bagaev's own 
description suggests that the two groups could be combined, as has been done above.
(168)
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Substantival pronouns
There is another group of words that Abaev calls "substantival pronouns" 
(p. 25). They are formed by means of adding the segment /on/ to a stem that is 
similar to the genitive form of full personal and reflexive pronouns, resulting in the 
following forms:
on the stem of the full personal pronouns
Sg- PI.
1st mo'non ’maxon
2nd do'uon JVrriaxon3rd u'jon 'udonon
on the stem of the reflexive pronouns
Sg- PI.
1st mo'xjion no'xjion
2nd do'xjion wo'xjion
3rd jo'xJion Jo'xHon
These words usually modify a noun and their meaning expresses reflexive 
possession. They are not required when a possessor is coreferentia1 to the subject, 
but are optionally used to make the coreference explicit. They cannot be marked for 
case, unless they are constituents o f noun phrases \ ithout an overt noun.
(173) do'x’ion-o qo'tsul-oj do'xJi 'ba-mbor3-0
2SgSubs-Nom blanket-Abl 2Sgf efGen Compl-cover-2SgImp
'Cover yourself with your own blanket.'
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(174) cb' Xjion-sj ds'xji 'bci-mb3r3~0
2SgSubs-Abl 2SgRefGen Compl-cover-2SgImp
'Cover yourself with your own.'
Distribution of these words suggests that they are adjectives derived from pronouns. 
The segment /onI recurring on all of these words is a derivational suffix that is also 
used to form adjectives from nouns and verbs:
(175) ir iron
'Ossetia' 'Ossetian'
(176) X3ft Xof'ton
'war' 'military'
(177) war3 'weapon
'love' 'loved one'
(178) av'dsl av'dslon
'be free', 'have time' 'free'
It is unnecessary to posit another group of pronouns if these words can be handled 
by derivational rules.
Existence of Possessive Pronouns
Abaev distinguishes possessive pronouns from personal pronouns. He notices 
that all o f his possessive pronouns coincide with the genitive form of the personal 
pronouns. He argues, however, that since possession is not the sole function o f the 
genitive case (it also marks direct objects), the separation of the possessive pronouns 
is necessary (pp. 25-26). This, however, is an unnecessary complication of the 
description and is inconsistent with his analysis o f genitive in nouns. If it is
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acceptable for the genitive case of a noun to be used for both direct objects and 
possessors, the same should be true for pronouns.
IV. VERBAL INFLECTION
Among the inflectional categories that characterize Ossetian verbs are subject 
agreement in person and number, tense, mood, transitivity, aspect, and directionals. 
This chapter first describes the verb forms that are not inflected for these categories 
and then covers mood, person, number, transitivity, and tense.1
Infinitives
The infinitives are the verb forms that lack the usual inflectional morphology 
associated with verbs. Abaev and Bagaev suggest that two types o f infinitives may 
be formed from the same verb stems in Ossetian. One type is formed by means of 
the suffix /-in/, as in:
( 1) 'xud-m 
'to laugh'
(2) 'bad-in 
'to sit*
(3) fi'J-in 
'to write'
The second type is formed by means of the suffix /-on/, as in:
‘The aspect and directional prefixes have not been described previously in enough 
detail. I am not attempting to describe them either, since their nature is complex and 
my interaction with native speakers of Ossetian is limited at this time.
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(4) 'xud-an 
'to laugh'
(5) 'bad-on 
'to sit'
(6) fi'J-on 
'to write'
The first type of infinitives is used more often than the second. These 
infinitives are marked for case depending on their syntactic function, for example:
(7) 'kaf-in 'rajdit-t-am
dance-Inf-Nom begin-Past-1 PlIndTrans 
'We began to dance.'
(8) 'kaf-m-mo 'asi-dM
dance-inf-Allative go-Past-3SgIndIntrans
'He/she went to dance.'
When semantically possible, they may be marked for number:
(9) 'kaf-in-t-o 'rajdit-t-am
dance-Inf-Pl-Nom begin-Past-1 PlIndTrans 
'We began the dances.'
In their phonological form, they are identical to verbs in first person singular, 
present tense, indicative mood, although their morphological structure is different.
( 10) 33 'kaf-0-m
lSgFNom dance-Pres-lSglnd
'I dance.'
The use of the second type of infinitive is very restricted. It is used only as a 
complement o f the verb [u1] 'be' and expresses possibility.
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( 11) 'xud-on jil no 'u-dj-i
laugh-inf 
'One couldn't
3SgShAdess Neg 
laugh at him/her/it.'
be- Past- 3 S glndlntrans
( 12) 'bad-on jil no 'u-dM
sit-inf
'One couldn't
3SgShAdess 
sit on it.'
Neg be-Past-3 Sglndlntrans
(13) asi go'xxst-il fi'J-on u-'d’-i
this paper-Adess write-inf be-Past-3 Sglndlntrans
'One could write on this paper.'
Bagaev notes the form of the second type o f infinitive is identical to "nouns 
and adjectives derived from verbs" (pp. 274-275). Consider the following examples 
he gives:
(14) ^a'zar-an no 'u -d4  om'bor3-on
house-Dat Neg be-Past-3SgIndIntrans cover-inf
'It was not possible to cover the house.'
(15) 'ruzind3i om'bor3on-0 'ra-xau-dMJ
window-Gen cover-Nom Dir-fall-Past-3SgIndIntrans
'The window cover fell off.'
(16) kol'xoz r'-bci-iaf-t-a om'bor3on dur-0
collective farm Dir-Compl-bring-Past-3SgIndTrans cover stone-Nom
'The members o f the collective farm brought in tiles.'
Bagaev notes that unlike the infinitives o f the first type, the infinitives o f the second
are normally uninflected for case. Very rarely, however, they may be marked for
number and, if they are, they are also marked for case.
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(17) 'kujbn-t-o ms bon-0 ku u-d-aid
work-Pl-Nom lSgShGen strength-Nom if be-Past-3SgCond
wod 'kup-in
then work
'If I had the strength for the works, then I would work.'
This description and examination of the given examples suggest that perhaps the 
second type of infinitives is, in fact, either a noun or an adjective derived from a 
verb. Whenever these derived forms (the supposed second type of infinitives) are 
unmarked, it is because they are used in nominative singular. The most common use 
o f such derived forms is in the position of the complement of the verb [u1] 'be', 
where one would expect nominative singular. All relevant facts can be explained by 
this alternative analysis.
Thus, there is only one type of infinitive in Ossetian, that marked by /-in/.
Overview of Verbal Inflection
The following table demonstrates the inflectional suffix patterns. It is 
intended for identification purposes and for illustration of similarities between the 
different endings (p. 74).
This table states that all verbs may be marked for mood, person, number, 
transitivity, and tense. Tense is actually a separate suffix attached directly to the verb 
stem. In present, it is unmarked; in past, it is /-t/ in all moods except for conditional,
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in which it is /-to/; and in future, it is /-z/. The fused person/number/transitivity 
suffix follows the tense suffix. Transitivity is distinguished only in past indicative.
Table 21. Verbal Inflectional Morphology
Person Singular Plural T ense/Mood/T ran sitivity
1st1 -in -am 
2nd -ij -ut
-jrd
-i -ints
Present Indicative
1 st
1 -ton -tarn
■->nd , .
2 -taj -tat
-jrdJ -ta -toj
Past Indicative Transitive
1 -ton -tijtom 
2nd -to -tiftut 
3rd -ij -tijti
Past Indicative Intransitive
Is -znon -zij'tom 
2nd -zno -zijtut 
3rd -zon -zifti
Future Indicative
1st -in -ikkam 
2nd -ij" -ikkat 
3rd -id -ikkoj
Present Conditional
1st -tain -taikkam 
2nd -taij" -taikkat 
3 rd -taid -taikkoj
Past Conditional
ond2 -0 -Ut
3 rd -od -ont
Imperative
1st -on -om 
2nd -aj -at
-ird3 -a -oj
Subjunctive
The forms of the person/nurnber/transitivity suffix appear to be rather regular, and 
yet, not regular enough for general rules to be formed. There is remarkable similarity 
between past indicative intransitive and future indicative and past indicative
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transitive and subjunctive; the conditionals are identical. Figure 3 shows a more 
refined analysis, including the order in which the suffixes are attached.
Figure 3. Verb Position Class Chart
Verb
0
Tense 
+ 1
Person/Number/Mood/Transitivity 
+ 2
-0 Present
Person Sg. PI.
1st -in -am 
2nd -ij -ut 
3rd -i -ints
Indicative
1st -in -ikkom 
2nd -ij" -ikkat 
3rd -id -ikkoj
Conditional
-t Past 1st -on -am 
2nd -aj -at
ord
J  -a -oj
Indicative Transitive
1 -an -iftam 
2nd -a -ijtut 
3 'i f  -iftl
Indicative Intransitive
-ta Past
(with Conditional)
1st -in -ikkam 
2nd -ij -ikkat 
3rd -id -ikkoj
Conditional
-z Future 1st -nan -iftam 
2nd -na -iftut 
3rd -an -ifti
Indicative
None 2nd -0 -ut 
3rd -ad -ant
Imperative2
None i stt -on -am
ond^ -aj -at
ord
J  -a -oj
Subjunctive
2 There is no first person plural imperative. The meaning of the English phrase "let's 
do..." is expressed by first person plural subjunctive (see the next section).
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The following sections present this system in more detail, starting with the 
uses of the different moods, then the form of the person/tense suffixes in each 
tense/mood combination, and finally, the usage of the three tenses and the form of 
their suffixes.
Mood
Ossetian distinguishes between four moods that may be called indicative, 
conditional, subjunctive, and imperative. Mood is expressed as a part of the fused 
person/number suffix.
The indicative mood is mostly used to refer to actions that take place in the 
real present, past, or future.
(18) ba'nan-t-9 ‘war3-0-in
banana-Pl-Nom love-Pres-lSglnd
'I love bananas.'
(19) ba'nan-t-3 'wa^-t-on
banana-Pl-Nom love-Past-1 SgT ranslnd
'I loved bananas.'
(20) ba'nan-t-3 \var3-z-n3n
banana-Pl-Nom love-Fut-lSglnd
'I will love bananas.’
The conditional mood is used for contrafactual conditions. It occurs only with 
present and past tense. Past conditional is used in subordinate clauses (the
contrafactual condition) and present and past conditional is used in main clauses (the
situation that would result if the condition were true).
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(2 1 ) kji'no-mo
movie-All
ka'p-o-in tjele'vjizor-0 
look-Pres-lSgCond TV set-Nom
mom
IShAll
ku
if
'I would watch
'u-d-aid
be-Past-3SgCond 
a movie if  I had a TV set.'
(22) kji'no-mo
movie-All
'kaj-t-ain tjele'vjizor-0 
look-Past-ISgCond TV set-Nom
mom
IShAll
ku 'u-d-aid 
if  be-Past-3SgCond 
'I would have watched a movie if I had had a TV set.'
The subjunctive mood is used for permission or encouragement, wishing,
possibility and hypothetical conditions. It is not marked for tense.
(23) ^or3 so'r-aj
well live-2SgSubj
'May you live well!'
In subordinate clauses, it co-occurs with verbs in the main clause that are in any 
tense or imperative mood.
(24) waz-o o'mo kji'no-mo ko'^-a
let-2SgImp and movie-All look-3 SgSubj
'Let him/her/it watch a movie.'
(25) tjelevjizor-0 sin 'balx-9n omo kji'no-mo
TV set-Nom 3PlShDat buy-2SgImp and movie-All
ko'J-oj
look-3P!Subj
'Buy them a TV set so that they could watch movies.'
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(26) ^ SQ j m rat-0. x 3zar_0
money 3SgShDat give-2Sg!mp house-Nom
'Give him money. Let him buy a house.'
'ba-lxan-a
Compl-buy-3SgSubj
(27) 'Pen-in 
see-inf
W3
2PlShGen
bon-o kuma
lSgShGen possibility-Nom if
ns 'ba-u-a 'u'm-sj
Neg Compl-be-3SgSubj that-Abl
'I am afraid I won't be able to see you.'
tsr'J-o-in 
fear-o-lSglnd
(28) 'fen-in  
see-inf
ws m3 bon-0 ku
2PlShGen lSgShGen possibility-Nom if
ns 'ba-u-a 'u'm-oj 'fs-tarf-t-sn
Neg Compl-be-3SgSubj that-Abl Compl-fear-Past-lSglnd 
'I became afraid I wouldn't be able to see you.'
(29) x sa -0
money-Nom
mom
lSgShAll
ksd
if
u-a
be-Fut-3Sg!nd
ba'nan-t-3 'ba-lxon-z-nsn
banana-Pl-Nom Compl-buy-Fut-1 Sglnd
'When I have money, I will buy bananas.'
The imperative mood is used for orders, requests, and advice. It is not marked 
for tense. Second person imperative is used in commands; third person imperatives
ate interpreted as hortatives or expressions o f obligation.
(30) 'tpimd3-i ksf-o
book-Gen read-2SgIMp
'Read the book.'
(31) 'tpinig m a mm rat-0
book-Nom Request/Polite lSgShDat give-2SgImp
'Give me the book please.'
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(32) xoJ-0 'ba-nuQ3-3nt
medicine-Nom Compl-drink-3PlImp
'They have to take the medicine.'
Person/Number
All verbs are marked with person/number suffixes. In the past tense there is a 
further distinction between transitive vs. intransitive. The following tables and 
examples demonstrate the person/number suffixes.
Table 22. Person and Number in Present Indicative
Person Singular Plural
1st -in -am
2nd -if -ut
-i -ints
(33) [X3T] 'eat'
Singuiar Plural
Xa'r-in Xa'r-om
Xs'r-ut
Xa'r-ints
(34) [kaf] 'dance'
Singular Plural
'kaf-in 'kaf-om
'kaf-ij 'kaf-ut
'kaf-i 'kaf-ints
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Table 23. Person and Number in Past Indicative Transitive
Person Singular Plural
1st -on -am
2nd -aj -at
3rd -a -oj
(35) [X9r] 'eat'
Plural 
'xor-t-am 
'xor-t-at 
'xor-t-oj
Singular
'xor-t-on
'xor-t-aj
Vor-t-a
(The stem vowel in (35) changes arbitrarily in the past tense. See also (41). Such 
changes are discussed later in the chapter.)
Table 24. Person and Number in Past Indicative Intransitive
Person Singular Plural
1st -an -ijtam
253~ -a -ijtut
3rd -if -ijti
(36) [kaf] 'dance'
Singular Plural
'kaf-t-an 'kaf-t-ijtam
'kaf-t-a 'kaf-t-ijtut
'kaf-t-ij 'kaf-t-ijti
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Table 25. Person and Number in Future Indicative
Person Singular Plural
1st -non -ijtom
~2°3" -no -ijtut
3t3~ -on -ijti
The forms o f the person and number suffix in future indicative are very similar to 
the forms o f the person and number suffix in past indicative intransitive. The main
difference is that the future indicative adds an /n/ in singular forms.
(37) [Xar] 'eat'
Singular
Xor-z-'non
Xsr-z-'no
X^r-'z-on
Plural
Xor-'z-iftom
Xsr-z-ij'tut
Xor-'z-ijti
(38) [kaf] 'dance'
Singular
'kaf-z-non
'kcif-z-no
'kaf-z-on
Plural
'kaf-z-iftom
'kaf-z-iftut
'kaf-z-ijti
Table 26. Person and Number in Conditional
Person Singular Plural
1st -in -ikkarn
-if -ikkat
I I I ______ -id -ikkoj
(39) [xar] 'eat'
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Singular Plural
'xor-ta-in 'xor-ta-ikkam
'xor-ta-ij 'xor-ta-ikkat
Vor-ta-id 'xor-ta-ikkoj
(40) [kaf] 'dance'
Singular Plural
'kaf-ta-in 'kaj-ta-ikkam
'kaj-ta-ij' 'kaj-ta-ikkat
'kaj-ta-id 'kaj-ta-ikkoj
(41) [xar] 'eat'
Singular Plural
Xa'rj-in XarMkkam
Xa'rj-ikkat
Xa'rj-id Xa'rJ-ikkoj
(42) [kaf] 'dance'
Singular Plural
'kafj-in 'kaf-ikkam
'kaf-ij1 'kaf-ikkat
'kaf-id 'kaf-ikkoj
The past tense suffix used with the conditional mood is /-to/ rather than /-t/; 
analyzing the I d  as part o f this suffix is preferable to including the I d  as part o f the 
person/number suffixes, which would require positing separate sets o f suffixes for 
present and past conditional.
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Table 27. Person and Number in Subjunctive
Person Singular Plural
1st -on -am
~2es~ -ai -at
~y*~ -a -oj
(43) [xar] 'eat'
Singular Plural
Xs'r-on x9r"9m
Xs'r-ai X9 r ' a t
X9'r-a X3'r_°j
(44) [kaf] 'dance'
Singular
'kaf-on
'kaf-ai
'kaf-a
Plural
'kaf-am
'kaf-at
‘kaf-oj
Table 28. Person and Number in Imperative
Person Singular Plural
-0 -ut
3rd -od -ont
(45) [xsr] 'eat'
Singular Plural
X3r-0 x 9'r-ut
Xa'r-od x9'r-3nt
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(47) [kaf] 'dance'
Singular
kaf-0
'kaf-od
Plural
'kaf-ut
'kaf-ont
Tense
There are three tenses in Ossetian: present, past, and future. Both Abaev and 
Bagaev state that Ossetian verbs have different stems for present and past. While 
verbs, however, do demonstrate many irregularities, general rules can explain the 
difference in the stem form for most o f the verbs. I propose that there is only one 
stem for most verbs in Ossetian and that past tense is indicated by a suffix that can 
be separated from the stem once various morphophonemic processes and lexically- 
conditioned exceptions are recognized. The future tense is also indicated by a suffix. 
Abaev and Bagaev state that the future tense suffix is fused with the person/number 
suffix; however, it is possible to distinguish it as separate.
The present tense is usually unmarked and the person/number suffix is 
attached directly to the stem. Besides referring to situations in the present, the 
present tense is also used to refer to the immediate future.
Present Tense
(48) x'jfr-o no war3-0~in
like-Pres-lSglndmilk-Nom Neg 
'I don't like milk.'
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(49) x'jbv-i 'wa33ji-tt-9 dam so'w-0-ints
evening-Gen guest-Pl-Nom 2SgShAll go-Pres-3PlInd
'Guests are coming to you this evening.'
Past Tense
Regular Past Tense Suffix
For most verbs the past tense is formed, by means of the suffix l-Xl (or /-to/ in 
conditional mood). It occurs after a variety o f stem final vowels and consonants. 
Consider the following examples. (All o f the examples in this section are in past 
indicative, however, the same rules discussed affect conditional as well.)
(50) [33k] 'say' (transitive)
Singular 
'3<iK-t-on 
‘3air -t-aj 
'3qk -t-a
Plural
'3<iK-t-am
^air-t-at
'3<lK-t-Oj
(51) [laj] 'drag' (transitive)
Singular Plural
'laj-t-on 'laj-t-am
'laj-t-aj 'laj-t-at
'laj-t-a 'laj’-t-oj
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(52) [sim] 'sip' (transitive)
Singular
'sim-t-on
'sim-t-aj
'sim-t-a
Plural
'sim-t-am
'sim-t-at
'sim-t-oj
(53) [t9%] 'fly' (intransitive)
Singular
'tax-t-on
'tax-t-3
'tax-tj-i
Plural
'tax-t-ijtam
'tax-t-ij’tut
'tax-t-ijti
(54) ['irva3] 'save' (intransitive)
Singular
'irvaj-t-sn
'irvaf-t-o
'irvaJ-P-i
Plural
'irvaj'-t-ijtsm
'irvaj-t-ijtut
'irvaj-t-ij'ti
In the past tense forms, voice assimilation results in devoicing o f the final 
consonant o f the stem.
(55) [ara3] 'make' (transitive)
Singular
'araf-t-on
'araj-t-aj
'araj-t-a
Plural
'araj'-t-am
'araj-t-at
’a ra ft-o j
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(56) [dav] 'steal' (transitive)
Singular Plural
'daf-t-on 'daf-t-am
'daf-t-aj 'daf-t-at
'daf-t-a 'daf-t-oj
(57) [bad] 'sit' (intransitive)
Singular Plural
'bat-t-an 'bat-t-ijtam
'bat-t-a 'bat-t-ijtut
'bat-tJ-i 'bat-t-ijti
In stems that end with /V3/, devoicing affects the whole cluster; this is not 
typical o f other stern-final consonant clusters.
(58) [an'q9V3] 'rinse' (transitive)
Singular
an'qaQ’-t-on
an'qafj-t-aj
an'qafj-t-a
Plural
an'qafj-t-am
an'qsfj-t-at
an'qafj'-t-oj
When the past suffix l-Xl occurs after stem-final sonorants /w j r 1 n m/, it 
becomes voiced when followed by a close or near-close front vowel in the 
person/number suffix. (This occurs only in intransitive verbs, which, as discussed 
earlier, have a separate set o f person/number suffixes from transitives in the past
tense.)
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(59) [/aw ] 'fall' (intransitive)
Singular
'xaw-t-an
'xaw-t-3
'xaw-dj-i
Plural
'xaw-d-ijtam
'xaw-d-ij'tut
'xaw-d-ijti
(60) [raj] 'bark' (intransitive)
Singular
'raj-t-an
'raj-t-a
raj-dM
Plural
'raj-d-ijtam
'raj-d-iftut
'raj-d-ijti
(61) [mar] 'die' (intransitive)
Singular
'mar-t-an
'mar-t-a
'mar-dM
Plural
'mar-d-ijtam
'mar-d-ij'tut
lmar-d-iJ'ti
(62) [3jil] 'turn' (intransitive)
Singular
'3Jil-t-an
'3Jil-t-a
'3jil-dJ-i
Plural
'sHl-d-iftam
,3jil-d-ij'tut
l3Ji-d-ij‘ti
(63) [pim] 'dance' (intransitive)
Singular
'pim-t-on
'Jjim-t-a
ljjim-dJ-i
Plural
'pim-d-ijtam
'pim-d-ijtut
'pim-d-ijti
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(64) [3m] 'appear' (intransitive, with a completive prefix /fa-/)
Singular
fa-^in-t-an
fa-^in-t-a
fs-'3in-dj-i
Plural
fa-'3in-d-ijtam
fa-’3in-d-ijtut
fa-^in-d-ijti
The voicing does not occur after other consonants.
(65) 'get stuck' (intransitive, with a directional/completive prefix)
Singular
m-'jaK-t-an
ni-'j3K-t-9
m -'jou-tM
Plural
m -'jau-t-ijtam
m-'jaK-t-iftut
ni-'JsK-t-iJti
(66) 'turn' (intransitive, with a directional/completive prefix)
Singular
m -^dix-t-an
m-'3dix-t-3
m-'3dix-tj-i
Plural
m-^dix-t-iftam
m -^dix-t-iltut
m -'3dix-t-ijti
Neither does it occur in front o f other vowels, for example, in (58) -  (63) in first and 
second person singular, and in the entire past indicative transitive paradigm.
(67) [mar] 'die/kil!' (transitive)
Singular
‘mar-t-on
'mar-t-aj
'm ar-t-a
Plural
'mar-t-am
'mar-t-at
'inar-t-oj
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Singular Plural
'3jil-t-on '3jil-t-am
'3jil-t-aj '3jil-t-at
'5jil-t-a '3jil-t-oj
Some stem-final consonants change in the past tense. In some contexts stem- 
final /d/ and IxJ become /J7:
(68) [3jil] 'turn' (transitive)
Gloss Present stem 3rd Singular Indicative Past
(69) 'cut' kard 'karj’-t-a
(70) 'send' ar'vjit ar'vij-t-a
(71) 'stir' '3mant 'smaj-t-a
(72) 'tie' batt baj-t-a
Such a change takes place in the majority o f verbs that have /d t/ stem-fmally. I am 
aware o f only one verb that ends with /tt/ that seems to form the past tense according 
to a different pattern (with a deletion o f a stem-final /t/).
(73) 'give' ratt rat-t-a
Also, stem-final /s/ and /z/ become ly j (or /k/ due to voicing o f the whole cluster if
the past suffix is followed by a front vowel):
Gloss Present stem 3rd Singular Indicative Past
(74) 'boil' fis 'fiX-t-a
(75) 'milk' dus 'dix-t-a
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Gloss Present stem 3rd Singular Indicative Past
(76) 'run away' piz 'liK-dJ-i
(77) 'bum' Juz 'JiK-dM
The following counterexample for /s/ is the only example I am aware of.
(78) 'fight' X9S 'xas-idM
I was unable to find examples with a stem-final Izl that form past tense according to 
the regular pattern.
Lexically-Conditioned Exceptions
Several verbs have lexically-conditioned irregularities in their past tense
forms.
A few verbs form past tense by means o f a suffix that appears to have the
underlying form /-it/, although its surface forms are /-itt/, /-id/, and /-id1/.
In (78) - (82) the presence of the second Itl in first and second singular is
unexplained by any rules that have been discussed so far. The other changes are due
to phonological rules that have already been discussed.
(79) [ro3] 'grow' (intransitive)
Singular Plural
ro^-itt-on ra'3-id-ijt9m
ro's-itt-o rs's-id-iftut
ro'3-idj-i ro'3-id-ijti
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(80) [3nisl] 'move' (intransitive)
Singular
^mol-itt-an
'3mol-itt-9
'3m9l-idj-i
Plural
'3m9l-id-ift3m
^m sl-id-ijtut
^msl-id-ift!
(81) [3ar] 'sing' (intransitive)
Singular
'3<ir-itt-9n
'3ar-itt-9
'3ar-idj-i
Plural
'3ar-id-ijt9m
'3ar-id-ijtut
^ar-id-ijti
(82) [qor3] 'moan' (intransitive)
Singular
q9r'3-itt-9n
q9r'3-itt-9
q9r'3-idj-i
Plural
qor^-id-ijtom
q9r '3-id-ijtut
q9r '3-id-ifti
(83) [low] 'stand' (intransitive)
Singular
b'w -itt-gn
b 'w -itt-9
ta'w-idM
Plural
b'w -id-ijtom
ta'w-id-iftut
ta'w-id-ijti
The III in the above examples is not an inserted weak vowel as happens rather often 
in Ossetian. Compare to the following examples that have similar syllable structures
and yet the III is not inserted.
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(84) [bir] ’crawl' (intransitive)
Singular
bir-'t-on
bir-'t-o
bir-'dM
Plural
bir-'d-ij’tam
bir-'d-ijtut
bir-'d-ijti
(85) ['y?\] ’spoil’ (intransitive)
Singular
'X^l-t-an
'xsl-t-9
'X9l-dj-i
Plural
'x s l-d -ij’tsm
'x^l-d-ijtut
'xa l-d -ijti
(86) ['Pidaw] 'spoil' (intransitive)
Singular 
‘Pidaw-t-an 
'f  idaw-t-3 
'Pidaw-dM
Plural
'Pidaw-d-iftam
'Pidaw-d-ijtut
'Pidaw-d-ijti
A very few verbs, which all have /r/ or 1)1 stem-finally, form the past tense 
by means o f the suffix /-JV. Before Aft/, 1)1 disappears.
(87) [o'ppar] 'throw' (transitive)
Singular
a'ppar-J't-on
a'ppsr-j't-aj
a'ppsr-j’t-a
Plural
a'ppsr-J’t-cim
a'ppar-J’t-cit
s'ppar-Jt-oj
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(88) ['axor] 'paint' (transitive)
Singular
'axur-Jt-on
'axur-Jt-aj
'axur-jt-a
Plural
axur-Jt-am
'cr/ur-Jt-cit
'axur-Jt-oj
(89) [s'vsor] 'choose' (transitive)
Singular
o'v39r-Jt-on
9'v33r-Jt-qj
3'v39r-Jt-a
Plural
3'v39r-jt-am
3'v39r-Jt-at
3'v33r-Jt-oj
(90) ['x°j] 'knock' (transitive)
Singular
'xo-Jt-on
'xo-Jt-aj
'xo-Jt-a
Plural
'xo-Jt-cim
'xo-Jt-Qt
'xo-Jt-oj
Compare this suffixation pattern to the regular suffixation pattern on other 
verbs that end with III and /j/.
(91) [ar] 'find' (transitive)
Singular
'ar-t-on
'ar-t-aj
'ar-t-a
Plural
'ar-t-am
‘ar-t-at
'ar-t-oj
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(92) ['arxqj] 'be busy' (transitive)
Singular
'arxaj-t-on
'a r/a j-t-a j
'arxaj-t-a
Plural 
'arxqj-t-am 
'arxqj-t-at 
'arxaj-t-oj
A very few verbs, which have /xf If/ stem-fmally, form past tense by means 
o f the suffix /-ott/. The same happens with the verb [ijt] 'stand', which is irregular in 
other ways too. I am not aware o f other verbs that have /ft/ stem-fmally.
(93) [ift] 'stand' (transitive; with a Completive prefix /[-/)
Singular
J-i'Jt-att-an
I-i'It-att-a
J-i'Jt-adj-i
Plural
J-i'ft-att-am
J-i'ft-at-tut
j'-i'j't-at-toj
(94) [axil 'wash' (transitive)
Singular
ax'j’-att-on
ax'I-att-aj
ax'J-att-a
Plural
ax'J’-att-am
ax'J-att-at
ax'j'-att-oj
(95) [If] 'grind' (transitive)
Singular
'JJ-att-on
'JJ-att-aj
'If-att-a
Plural
'JJ-att-am
'JT-att-at
'Jf-att-oj
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(96) [raxJ] 'repair clothes' (transitive)
Singular
rox'J-att-on
rsx'J-att-aj
rox'J-att-a
Plural s’
rox'J-att-am
rox'J-att-at
rax'J-att-oj
Compare these verbs to the regular verbs with the same final consonants:
(97) [x^If] 'carry' (transitive)
Singular Plural
'xaJJ-t-on 'xaJJ-t-am
'xatf-t-aj 'xaJJ-t-at
XaJT-t-a 'x a jft-o j
(98) [axJ] 'catch' (transitive)
Singular Plural
'axJ-t-on 'axJ-t-am
'axJ-t-aj 'axf-t-at
'axl-t-a  'axJ-t-oj
In some verbs with / n w j m /  stem-finally, the stem-final consonants 
arbitrarily become /tJ:
Gloss Present stem 3rd Singular Indicative Past
(99) 'know' 3011 3i't-t-a
( 100) 'reconcile' 'f’idaw 'fiidit-t-a
( 101) 'begin' 'rajdaj 'rajdit-t-a
( 102) 'stop' 'urom 'urot-t-a
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Compare to the following regular forms.
Gloss Present stem 3rd Singular Indicative Past
(103) 'vomit' worn
r
'wam-t-a
(104) 'agree' kom ku’m-'t-a
In many words, addition o f the past tense suffix is accompanied by lexically- 
conditioned mutation of the vowel in the final syllable. Consider the following 
examples, as well as several o f the examples above.
/i u o ou aj/ become III
Gloss Present stem 3rd Singular Indicative Past
(105) 'shine' ar'ttjiv ar'ttiv-dM
(106) 'leak' mH3 'mi3-t-a
(107) 'roll' tul 'til-dM
(108) 'turn' 3dux ^dix-t-a
(109) 'know' 3°n 3i't-t-a
( 110) 'puli' ton ti't-t-a
( 1 1 1 ) 'sow' taw ti't-t-a
( 112 ) 'reconcile' 'fidaw 'fidit-t-a
(113) 'begin' 'rajdaj 'rajdit-t-a
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/a o/ become h /
Gloss Present stem 3rd Singular Indicative Past
(114) ’build’ a 'ra3 'ar33-t-a
(115) 'stop' 'urom 'urst-t-a
(116) 'vomit' worn 'wom-t-a
/o/ becomes /o/ or /a/
Gloss Present stem 3rd Singular Indicative Past
(117) 'do' kon 'kot-t-a
(118) 'eat' Xsr 'xor-t-a
(119) 'tie' bott 'baj-t-a
( 120) 'sweep' mor3 'mar3-t-a
/u / after velar consonants and /o au au/ become /u1/
Gloss Present stem 3rd Singular Indicative Past
( 121) 'work' kuj W J-t-a
( 122) 'hear' quf V J - t - a
(123) 'paint' 'a /o r 'axu'rf-t-a
(124) 'agree' kom ku'm'-t-a
(125) 'pray' araaw 'arim 't-t-a
Gloss Present stem 3rd Singular Indicative Past
(126) 'spend' qaw qu"t-t-a
(127) 'cry' kow ku‘'t-t-a
(128) 'need' qow qu"t-t-a
All o f the preceding stem vowel changes are limited to the past (Indicative and 
Conditional). They cannot be explained by general rules. Compare:
Gloss Present stem 3rd Singular Indicative Past
(129) 'dance' keif 'kaf-t-a
(130) 'fight' yos Xs's-idM
In some verbs, the stem vowel changes to distinguish between their transitive 
and intransitive form.
Gloss 3rd Sing. Ind. Past Trans. 3rd Sing. Ind. Past Intrans.
(131) 'spoil' 'jaf-t-a 'Jbf-tM
(132) 'crumble' 3 'KCil~t-a 3'K9l-dJ-i
(133) 'plant, stick' Jair-t-a jW -tJ-i
(134) 'turn' 3dax-t-a 3dix-tj-i
The changes that happen in examples (105) -  (128), however, are not o f the same 
nature.
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Future Tense
Future tense in indicative mood is formed by means o f the suffix l-zl, which 
is followed by the person/number suffixes presented in Table 25.
(135) [xoj] 'knock'
Singular
'xoj-z-nan
:Xoj-z-no
Xqj-z-an
(136) [rts’jiv] 'shine'
Singular
'rts’jiv-z-nan
'rts,jiv-z-na
'rts,jiv-z-an
(137) [saw] 'go'
Singular
saw-z-'nan
saw-z-'na
saw-'z-an
Plural
'y.oj-z-iftam
'xoj-z-ijtut
'xoj-z-ijti
Plural
'rts’hv-z-ijtam
'rts’hv-z-ijtut
'rts’jiv-z-ij'ti
Plural
saw-’z-ij'tsm
ssw-'z-ijtut
ssw-'z-ijti
The analysis presented above is somewhat simpler than the ones presented by
Abaev and Bagaev.
Describing the future tense, Abaev says "Future tense forms consist o f the
present stem plus the element -dzin- (or) -dzi- plus a present tense form o f the
auxiliary verb: saw-dzm-an." The following is an example o f his paradigms.
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(138) [saw] 'go'
Singular Plural
sow-dzin-an
sow-dzm-a
saw-dzan-(is)
saw-dzi-stam
saw-dzi-stut
saw-dzi-sti
His analysis is based on the orthography, hence the difference in his /dz/ vs. /z/ and 
/s/ vs. /J7; compare (136). The /-i/ in the first and second singular is very hard to hear 
and may be disappearing for some speakers. By the "auxiliary verb" he means that 
the person/number suffixes are very similar to the forms o f the irregular verb [u1]
'be'. Compare the preceding examples to Abaev's paradigm o f this verb.
(139) [u1] 'be' (Abaev)
Singular Plural
don
do
if
Jtom
Jtut
It!
Abaev's paradigm is slightly different from the one that is most commonly used 
today.
(140) [u1] 'be' (modem forms)
Singular Plural
dan
do
u1
ijtam
ijtut
ijti
The verb 'be' is irregular in many Indo-European languages and Ossetian is 
not an exception. In Ossetian, it is unusual because it is the shortest word in the
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language: the stem consists o f one vowel and the glide is not always clear. The 
following are past and future tense paradigms o f this verb in indicative mood; 
present and past tense in conditional mood; imperative and subjunctive. This verb 
doesn't occur in the present tense o f the conditional mood.
(141) Past Indicative Intransitive
Singular Plural
u-tt-an u-d-ijtam
u-tt-a u-d-iftut
u-dj-ij‘ u-d-ijti
(142) Future Indicative
Singular 
u-z-nan 
u-z-na 
u-z-an
(143) Past Conditional
Singular 
u-d-ain 
u-d-aij- 
u-d-aid
(144) Subjunctive
Singular Plural
u-on u-am
u-cii u-at
u-oj
Plural
u-d-aikkam
u-d-aikkat
u-d-aikkoj
Plural
u-z-ijtam
u-z-ijtut
u-z-ijti
u-ci
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(145) Imperative
Singular Plural
u-0 u-t or o-ut
u-od u-ont
The presence o f [u] in the majority o f these paradigms suggests that the stem 
o f the verb gets deleted in present indicative. If  so, it is not necessary to treat the 
verb [u1] 'be' as an auxiliary that is used to form the future tense; rather the future 
suffixes occur on all verbs, [u1] 'be' included.
Bagaev states that the form o f the future tense suffix is "a combination o f  a 
marker-suffix o f future tense that changes phonetically in singular and plural and 
endings that coincide with the past tense o f intransitive verbs". He does not separate, 
however, these segments into independent suffixes. By "phonetically changing 
marker-suffix" he means the difference in the form o f /dzin/ to /dzon/ and /dzi/ (like 
Abaev's, his analysis is based on the orthography). The following is an example o f 
Bagaev's paradigms.
(146) [sow] 'go'
Singular Plural
sow-dzinon sow-dzistom
sow-dzino sow-dzistut
sow-dzon (i)(ij) sow-dzisti
The orthographic /dz/ ([z] in my analysis) is recurrent in all forms o f the
paradigm. As was mentioned earlier, the III is not longer pronounced. It is the /z/ 
that consistently distinguishes the fixture tense paradigm from the past tense
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indicative intransitive paradigm; the presence o f Ini in first and second singular and 
the final Ini in third singular is another distinguishing element, but it doesn't occur in 
the plural. This is the reason for analyzing Izl as a future tense suffix and the rest a 
person/number suffix.
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